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Corporate social responsibility is a core Caradonna value. To ensure a bright future for our ocean 
we partner with Sea Save Foundation (SeaSave.org), which participates in international decision-
making through onsite involvement at CITES, the United Nations Ocean Conference and other 
global conservation initiatives. We believe that an informed public makes smarter decisions, we 
work to promote international treaties for the protection of the oceans, and we leverage creative 
campaigns to spark discussions on important issues.
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Amenities Icon Legend
Here’s the key to understanding the icons listed throughout the book .  

Air Conditioning
Shore Diving
On Site Dive Shop
WiFi Available
On the Beach
Day Spa or Spa Services
Nitrox Available
Photo Facility or Photo Services
Tech Diving or Tech Diving Support
Rental Gear Available

Is it for the sheer thrill of being able to breathe underwater? Is it because it 
gives us the ability to be a part of another world? Is it the feeling of slow-motion 
flying that is otherwise unattainable? We think most divers will agree: diving 
offers us the opportunity to expand our horizons far beyond that of our fellow 
land-based human beings. Remember the first time a school of fish enveloped 
you. Imagine the first time you encountered a shark and realized that it is not 
the man-eater the media has made it. Picture the first time you peered out 
over a drop-off into the unending blue. It’s life-changing. As we enter 2018, we 
are still struggling to bring awareness to those who would exploit the oceans 
of the world rather than protect them. Thankfully, progress is being made on 
many fronts, and more measures are being taken to preserve the massive eco-
system that covers over two-thirds of our planet. The real question is… will it be 
too little and too late? We hope not. As divers, we have a unique opportunity to 
bring awareness to these critical causes, and one of the ways we do this is by 
traveling to some of the world’s most compelling dive destinations. There we 
witness first-hand the trials and tribulations as well as the success stories of 
marine conservation efforts. It can light a fire in us that can be spread to others 
and impact the future of the sport—and our planet—in a positive way. To put 
it in today’s terms, dive travel needs to go viral! So keep traveling to explore 
our underwater world, and take as many of those land-locked friends with you 
to discover, fall in love with, and save the big blue. 

WHY DO WE DIVE?

WELLNESS

ADVENTURE
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THE ADVANTAGE 
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LEADERS OF GLOBAL DIVE TRAVEL. 
33 YEARS OPERATING SCUBA DIVE TRAVEL

OUR VISION
Experience and encounter new wonders in another world .

OUR MISSION 
We advise and arrange enriching travel experiences for the scuba diving and adventure community .

OUR PASSION
We are obsessive about dive travel . We encourage global awareness of the marine environment through world travel experiences .

OUR INTEGRITY
Our reputation has been built over three decades in travel upon trust, honesty, and sharing of our collective knowledge . Caradonna Dive 
Adventures is a fully-accredited IATAN member and ARC-accredited agency. Our company has met stringent financial, personnel, and 
security requirements and is recognized by the world’s leading airlines, hotels, car rental companies, cruise lines, and tour operators as a 
highly-qualified and professional seller of travel.

OUR PEOPLE
Our experienced agents have been with our company for an average of over 18 years and have experiential knowledge in over 80 destinations . 
They are dedicated and passionate about providing professionally arranged dive vacations that exceed our customers’ expectations .
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Aruba’s clear waters are filled with reefs and shipwrecks 
that offer enough variety to keep divers busy from morning 
to night dive. Sites range from snorkel-friendly shallows to 
critter-rich slopes and deep drops that edge into extended 
range territory. The island’s signature wreck, the SS Antilla, 
is an adventure for everyone, as this large and historic 
vessel lies in relatively shallow water close to a sheltering 
shore, with sections rising high enough to be enjoyed by 
snorkelers. Reefs are equally easy to reach, with many just 
a short boat ride away from island dive centers, and more 
than a dozen accessible directly from shore. Aruba is one 
of the Caribbean’s most cosmopolitan destinations, with 
upscale resorts, fine dining, casinos, and a lively nightlife 
scene. But it also has a wilder side best explored by jeep or 
four-wheeler safaris.

ARUBA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Eight unique wreck sites to explore
• Marine life on the Perdernales wreck
• Brilliant, multi-hued sponge gardens

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kite boarding at Palm Beach
• Sunset catamaran sailing cruise
• Cave tours in Arikok National Park
• Casino and nightclub action

6
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Divi Aruba Phoenix Beach Resort
•   On famed Palm Beach within walking distance to shops, 

restaurants & bars
•   Beachfront studio, 1 & 2-two-bedroom suites, full kitchen, 

living/dining space & balcony/patio with stunning views
•   2 beachfront restaurants & swim-up bar, deli, BBQ grills
•   2 freshwater pools & spa, kids club, Wi-Fi, fitness center, 

lighted tennis & basketball courts

The Mill Resort & Suites Aruba
•   Spacious, comfortable rooms with free WiFi 
•    Full service restaurant and bar, three pools, convenience 

store and beach club
•   Popular choice for those seeking value and relaxation
•    Located in famous Palm Beach within walking distance of 

many restaurants, shops and casinos

Barceló Aruba
•    Located on beautiful Palm Beach, offering upgrades to the 

exclusive Premium Level featuring VIP services and amenities
•   Seven restaurants and three bars
•   Kids Club, tennis courts, beach volleyball, and more
•   Shows and nightly entertainment
•   Casino

Divi Village Golf & Beach Resort 
•   Located across a small street from Durif Beach, home to The 

Links at Divi Aruba golf course & driving range
•   Spacious studio, 1 & 2-bedroom suites, full kitchen, living/dining 

space & balcony/patio  
•   4 restaurants & bars, BBQ grills, All-Inclusive meal plan available, 

4 pools, Pro Shop, fitness center & lighted tennis courts
•   Complimentary kids club, Wi-Fi & shuttle to Alhambra Casino

Divi Dutch Village Beach Resort
•   Completely renovated 2017, just steps away from Eagle 

Beach, All-Inclusive plan available
•   3 pools, spacious 1, 2 & 3-bedroom suites, full kitchen, 

living/dining space, balcony/patio & Wi-Fi
•   Restaurant, BBQ grills & swim-up bar, golf course & driving 

range, free shuttle to Alhambra Casino
•   Complimentary kids club, fitness center & lighted tennis

S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive

S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive

S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive

S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive

Brickell Bay Beach Club & Spa
•   Peaceful and luxurious retreat 
•    Centrally located near the top restaurants and activities
•   Free WiFi, fitness center, and professional spa services
•    Three-minute walk to some of the best casinos and live 

shows in Aruba

S.E. Aruba Fly ‘n Dive
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Famously known as the wreck-diving capital of the Caribbean, Aruba boasts over twenty dive sites, including the historic Antilla, the largest wreck 
in the Caribbean. From exquisite shore dives to beautiful reefs, you can dive into the crystal clear waters of Aruba at any skill level. 
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caradonna.com/divearuba
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The islands of the Bahamas offer a lifetime of diving 
possibilities. Discover the cinematic reefs of New Providence, 
featured in films from Thunderball to Into the Blue. Swim 
with wild dolphins off Bimini or Grand Bahama. Drift an 
underwater wall in San Salvador, immerse in a swirling silver 
school of tarpon in the Abacos or just relax in the sunlight 
coral gardens of the Exuma Islands. Satisfy your craving for 
adventure with a descent into a mysterious blue hole, or 
sign up for encounters with tiger, hammerhead, lemon, reef 
and oceanic white tip sharks. After the dive, enjoy beach and 
water sports from kayaking and paddle boarding to beach 
barbecues and one-of-a-kind photo ops with swimming 
pigs. You can dance barefoot in the sand at an out island 
beach bar, enjoy the amenities of an all-inclusive resort or 
take in Nassau’s glittering nightclubs and casinos. 

BAHAMAS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Shark dives and dolphin swims
• Fish-filled coral grottoes and tunnels
• Wall dives on the Tongue of the Ocean
• Diver-friendly wrecks in clear water

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Flats fishing for bonefish and permit
• Family Island Sailing Regattas
• Fresh-made cracked conch
• Deserted out island beaches
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CARIBBEAN

Small Hope Bay Lodge all-inclusive
ANDROS
•    A secluded, 21-cottage resort with two private beaches
•    All-inclusive rates include all meals, beverages, bar drinks, 

kayaks, bicycles, and more 
•    Located on the third largest barrier reef in the world, with 

blue holes, caverns, wrecks, walls, and sharks .

Small Hope Bay Lodge

Treasure Cay Beach, Marina & Golf Resort
THE ABACOS
•    Stunning resort surrounded by over three miles of white 

sand beaches
•   Offering a wide array of upscale vacation experiences
•    150-slip marina, 18 hole golf course, and lively resort village
•   Four restaurants serving Bahamian and traditional fare 

Green Turtle Club Resort & Marina
THE ABACOS
•    Free storage and freshwater rinse for gear at the dive center
•    Upgrade at NO charge for adventure one tank dive and 

then hand-feed the rays and fresh seafood beach BBQ
•   6th day of diving free
•   Icewater, music and head on all dive vessels

Brendal’s Dive Center & Water SportsBrendal’s Dive Center & Water Sports

Bluff House Resort & Marina
THE ABACOS
•   Gorgeous waterfront rooms with decks, fridge, TV, king 

beds, sofa bed, Tranquil Turtle Beach Bar and Grill close by
•   Free daily pickup by Brendal’s Dive Center
•   Free upgrade adventure one tank dive, hand feed rays, 

turtles, fresh seafood beach BBQ 

Brendal’s Dive Center & Water Sports

Tiamo Resort
ANDROS
•   Located in front of the third largest barrier reef in the world
•    11 villas built from sustainable pine wood and elevated to 

create natural cooling and ventilation
•   Daily complimentary snorkel to discover the Blue-hole
•    Includes all meals and one soft-drink per day plus dive gear 

and equipment rental .

Tiamo Resort

Bimini Big Game Club Resort & Marina
BIMINI
•   51 newly renovated rooms and suites
•   Swimming pool, bar and restaurant
•   Neal Watson’s Bimini Scuba Center offers three boat dives 

per day
•    Great hammerhead weeks as well as year-round dolphin 

encounters available

Neal Watson’s Bimini Scuba Center
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Hilton at Resorts World Bimini
BIMINI
•   Suites & deluxe rooms with marina and resort views
•   On property casino featuring gaming tables, slots & sports
•    Great seafood, beaches, pools, DJs, activities and excursions
•   All dive packages include dive gear transport
•    Year round wild dolphin encounters

Bimini Undersea

Breezes Resort & Spa Bahamas all-inclusive
NASSAU
•   Located on famous powder white sand  Cable Beach
•    SUPER-INCLUSIVE® experience means not only “more” but “better”
•    Five restaurants offering a wide variety of cuisine to fit 

every palette
•   Close to airport, downtown, and casinos 

Riding Rock Resort & Marina
SAN SALVADOR
•   A quaint, 42-room diver-dedicated oceanfront resort
•    All meals, transfers, and diving are included in 

package rates
•    Wide variety of dive sites including walls and reefs with 

prolific fish populations

Stuart Cove’s Dive Bahamas Guanahani Divers

Viva Wyndham Fortuna Beach all-inclusive
GRAND BAHAMA
•   A 26-acre, 276-room beachfront paradise
•   Four restaurants and bars and an oceanfront pool
•    Water sports, tennis courts and activities including  

a trapeze
•   Diving with on site PADI Five Star IDC Center

Sandals Emerald Bay all-inclusive
GREAT EXUMA
•   Luxury-Included® Resort
•    Secluded within 500 tropical acres along a  pristine, mile-

long beach
•   Choose from seven unique dining experiences
•   Unlimited diving and equipment included

Sandals DivingReef Oasis Dive Club

Stella Maris Resort Club
LONG ISLAND
•   Ideal “learn to dive” destination
•   Superb snorkeling and many free hotel guest activities
•    Unique sites including Shark Reef, Comberbach Wreck, 

Dean’s Blue Hole, and Conception Wall
•   Resort and Open Water Courses

Stella Maris Resort Club
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GET OUT & UP CLOSE

ABACOS    ACKLINS    ANDROS    BERRY ISLANDS    BIMINI    CAT ISLAND    CROOKED ISLAND   ELEUTHERA    EXUMAS    HARBOUR ISLAND    LONG ISLAND     SAN SALVADOR 

When you’re planning the perfect dive trip, make The Out Islands of The Bahamas your only stop. Our 

caves, caverns and legendary blue holes are all-out stunning. But it’s the one-on-one encounters with 

green turtles, circling reef sharks – and fi rst-class operators –  you’ll really remember. And, at under 

an hour o�  South Florida’s coast, dream dives are closer than you ever imagined. 

To learn more call your local dive shop or visit Caradonna.com/Bahamas

#GETOUTHERE

CARIBBEAN

https://www.caradonna.com/bahamas


Diving in Barbados couldn’t be easier. The waters are calm, 
the boat rides relaxing, and a bounty of wrecks and reefs 
await discovery at moderate depths. But don’t equate easy 
with boring, as an abundance of marine life and a diverse 
underwater landscape provides ample variety. Carlisle 
Bay’s collection of diver-friendly ships are often visited by 
turtles and rays, while the 365-foot-long Stavronikita is one 
of the largest shipwrecks in the Caribbean. Those seeking 
adventure can delve a bit deeper at sites such as Shark Bank, 
or venture to the eastern shore when conditions allow you 
to discover a slightly wilder side to this decidedly civilized 
island. Known as the friendliest folk in the Caribbean, 
Barbadians, aka Bajans, offer a gregarious welcome to one 
and all to an island that still serves High English Tea mid 
afternoon, then pulses to African roots at night. 

14

BARBADOS

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Carlisle Bay shipwreck park
• Night dives at Dottins Reef
• Stavronikita, Friar’s Craig and Pamir wrecks
• Fish schools at Bell Buoy

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• St. Michael’s Row, Parliament Building and Queen’s Park
• Harrison’s Cave and Bathsheba Beach
• Friday Fish Fry at Oistins Bay Garden
• Crop Over Festival

ADVENTURE
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Sugar Cane Club Hotel & Spa
•   Adult-only boutique hotel on the west coast
•    Accommodations include one and two-bedroom suites, 

penthouse and villa
•   Two restaurants, bar, authentic Barbadian rum shop
•    Two pools, pool bar and spa with seven treatment rooms
•   Shuttle service available to nearby beach

Divi Southwinds Beach Resort
•   Renovated 2017, located on The Gap just steps from 

trendy restaurants & shops
•   Surrounded by 20 acres of tropical gardens on Dover Beach
•   Pureocean restaurant & bar, 3 pools, day spa, activity 

center, tennis court, miniature golf, Kids club & more
•   Spacious studio, one & two-bdrm suites with full kitchen, 

living/dining, balcony/patio with Wi-Fi

Coconut Court Beach Hotel
•     Renovated, award-winning, family-owned beachfront hotel
•   112 ocean-facing studios with partial kitchenette facilities
•   Five self-catering apartments
•   Free WiFi, two restaurants, beach bar, swimming pool
•   Historic sites, shops, and restaurants nearby
•   Free roundtrip airport transfers with five-night minimum stay

Island Inn Hotel all-inclusive

•    All-inclusive historic hotel one mile from downtown 
Bridgetown

•    Newly renovated with comfortable, contemporary decor
•   Short walk to beach, close to restaurants and shops
•   A true Bajan experience

Barbados Blue Watersports

Barbados Blue Watersports Barbados Blue Watersports

Hightide Watersports

Mango Bay Barbados all-inclusive

•   Located on Barbados’ west coast
•   All-inclusive boutique hotel
•    Non-motorized watersports included along with catamaran 

cruise, plus much more
•   Uncomplicated, unencumbered, unforgettable

Hightide Watersports

All Seasons Resort Europa
•   48 spacious one-bedroom suites with kitchenettes
•    Located on the posh West Coast of Barbados in the heart 

of Sunset Crest, St . James
•    Scheduled shuttles to dive centers, beaches, and 

shopping malls 
•    Daily gear care and storage available at Hightide Watersports

Hightide Watersports
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www.caradonna.com/divebarbados

With over 39 dive sites to choose from, Barbados has something for every diver, from the first timer to the seasoned 

professional. Whether it’s the wrecks or marine life that you’re seeking, the low churn and great visibility makes 

Barbados the perfect place to learn. From the magnificent SS Stavronikita - a 365 foot long freighter, to the 

magical Friars Craig wreck with its flourishing, brightly colored reefs, there is no shortage of amazing sites to enjoy.  

All dive sites are complemented by a profusion of beautiful Caribbean reef and pelagic 

fish, meaning that your dive is sure to be an enthralling experience that you’ll never forget! 

Dive into the blue with Barbados!

CARIBBEAN



Protected, sheltered, diverse and accessible. These are the 
qualities that draw divers back to Bonaire time and again. 
The entire shoreline is surrounded by a no-touch, no-
take marine park that safeguards some of the healthiest 
and most colorful reefs in the Caribbean. And the diving 
couldn’t be easier. The island’s western shore is sheltered 
from prevailing wind and waves, creating calm conditions 
for both shore and boat diving. Because reefs begin just 
yards from the beach, and in sheltered water, access 
is easy. Divers can drive rental vehicles directly to well-
marked dive sites along the coastal road and wade right 
in, or enjoy a relaxing boat ride along the coast. Ashore, 
the vibe is low key and the focus is on outdoor recreation 
and natural attractions. Adventures include windsurfing, 
mangrove tours, mountain biking, hiking and day trips to 
remote, surf-washed coves.

BONAIRE

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• 50-plus shore dives
• Marine life at Salt Pier
• Klein Bonaire Island
• Wreck of the Helma Hooker 

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• World-class windsurfing and kite boarding
• Mangrove kayak tours and kite boarding
• National Park hiking and biking
• Cave snorkel adventure
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Captain Don’s Habitat
•   Since 1976, the original “home of diving freedom”
•   Varied accommodation types to fit all needs from standard 

rooms to three-bedroom ocean front villas
•   Excellent house reef just a few fin kicks away from a 

dedicated shore diving pier
•   Three scheduled boat dives daily

Eden Beach Resort
•   Located on one of Bonaire’s best natural beaches
•    A variety of accommodations from hotel room to two 

bedroom condos
•    Stylish, new oceanfront Spice Beach Club Bar and 

Restaurant on site

Divi Flamingo Beach Resort & Casino
•   Newly renovated, 2 mins walk into town, spacious oceanfront 

& garden rooms & suites, All-Inclusive meal plan available
•   3 restaurants, 2 bars, yoga & activities, gym, day spa, beautiful 

sundeck & beach, Casino, complimentary kids club & Wi-Fi 
•   5 custom dive boats, 24-hour shore diving & PADI 5-Star 

center providing certification, gear rental, storage lockers

Divi Dive Bonaire Captain Don’s Habitat

Wannadive Bonaire

Caribbean Club Bonaire
•   Friendly full-service PADI 5-star dive resort
•   One and two-bedroom studios and ocean view villas
•   Closest resort on island to the best northern dive sites
•    Explore eco-adventures like bird-watching, hiking, 

mountain biking and caving

Buddy Dive at Caribbean Club Bonaire

Belmar Oceanfront Apartments
•    Intimate, tranquil dive resort in the southern part of Bonaire 
•    Spacious, fully-equipped apartments with air-conditioned 

bedrooms 
•   Two expansive sunbathing/dive docks 
•   Only 10 minutes to downtown attractions
•    Professional PADI Five Star Dive Center and rental shop

Buddy Dive at Belmar Oceanfront Aparments

Buddy Dive Resort
•    Professional PADI 5-star CDC Center and Dive Academy
•    On site digital photoshop offering rentals and underwater 

photography courses
•    Fully equipped dive and rental shop with a fleet of six dive 

boats
•   On site two-lane air/Nitrox drive-thru

Buddy Dive
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Delfins Beach Resort
•    Bonaire’s newest oceanfront property, on natural beach
•   84 spacious apartments with full kitchens
•   Property includes Bonaire’s largest swimming pool
•   Waterfront restaurant and beach bar
•   Dive Friend’s on-site PADI Five-Star Dive Center
•   Easy access to all southern shore diving sites

Courtyard Marriott Bonaire
•    First Courtyard Marriott with the luxury to gear up on site
•   Offering spacious rooms and a dive shop with double drive 

through tank filling station
•   One of a kind restaurant to relax for breakfast, lunch & dinner
•   Offering Marriott brand familiarity and security

Plaza Beach Resort Bonaire all-inclusive

•    Bonaire’s only all-inclusive with customized dive and 
activities

•    All suites (Laguna and Ocean View) plus an oceanfront 
restaurant and bar

•    Professional dive center with 24-hour tank fills for shore diving
•   Daily gear care and storage, lockers available

Toucan Diving

Dive Friends Bonaire

Harbour Village Beach Club
•   Bonaire’s most exclusive dive resort and member of Small 

Luxury Hotels of the World
•   Luxurious beachfront suites along private, white-sand beach
•   Full service on-site PADI Five-Star IDC Dive Center
•   Complimentary concierge diving service
•   Seaside restaurant, spa, fitness center and marina

Great Adventures Bonaire

Sand Dollar Condominiums
•   Studio, one, two and three-bedroom ocean view condos
•    Amenities include tennis, restaurant, pool, and house reef 
•    Full-service PADI Five Star dive shop, deli, gym, day spa and 

several restaurants within walking distance
•    A popular repeat choice for couples, families, and groups 

seeking value and relaxation

Dive Friends Bonaire

Den Laman Condominiums
•    Featuring 15 modern, fully air-conditioned studios, one, 

and two-bedroom apartments 
•    One ground-floor deluxe two-bedroom includes porch and 

living area with access to the beach
•   Easy access to Bari Reef for snorkeling and diving
•   PADI dive shop and waterfront restaurant on site

Dive Friends Bonaire

CARIBBEAN

Dive Friends Bonaire



The sailing capital of the Caribbean is also a prime destination 
for divers. Below the island’s green hills lie volcanic slopes 
encrusted in hard corals and festooned with undulating groves 
of colorful sea fans and sponges, all enjoying the protection 
of a nation-wide marine park. Currents are mild, fish life is 
abundant and the logistics are easy. Laid-back beach resorts 
launch daily trips to local reefs, along with regular visits to one 
of the Caribbean’s most historic shipwrecks, and excursions 
to the underwater art gallery on the Kodiak Queen. Slopes 
reward multi-level profiles, and allow novices and experienced 
divers to enjoy the same sites at different depths. A liveaboard 
option combines sailing and diving on an island-hopping 
itinerary. Surface intervals are livened up by iconic beach bars 
that encourage a barefoot and fancy-free attitude. 

BRITISH VIRGIN 
ISLANDS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Wreck of the RMS Rhone
• The Painted Walls on Dead Chest Island
• Shoaling fish on the Chikuzen
• Snorkeling Blackbeard’s Treasure Caves 

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Exploring the rock formations at The Baths
• Sailing in Sir Francis Drake Channel
• Sampling history at the Callwood Rum Distillery
• Beach bar action at Jost Van Dyke
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Cuan Law
LIVEABOARD
•   105’ luxury trimaran liveaboard
•   10 staterooms with private bathrooms for up to 20 guests
•   Three dives per day plus free hobie cats, kayaks, water skis
•   Expansive deck for easy diving, lounging, sailing
•   Spectacular sailing grounds and world-class diving

Liveaboard Dive Options

Village Cay Hotel and Marina
TORTOLA
•   Located on the waterfront in the center of quaint Road Town
•    Small hotel offering rooms and one or two bedroom suites
•    Fresh water pool, restaurant, deli, spa and laundry facilities
•    Easy access to numerous excursions and charters from 

the marina

We Be Divin’

Peter Island Resort & Spa
PETER ISLAND
•    Unspoiled 1800 acre private island resort with only 52 Ocean 

View accommodations and three luxury villa estates 
•    Five pristine white beaches with off shore snorkeling / diving 
•    Spectacular spa, two on site restaurants and bars, tennis, 

mountain bikes, and non motorized watersports

Paradise Watersports

CARIBBEAN
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This is the birthplace of the wall dive. It started when scuba 
pioneers of the 1950s returned from the Cayman Islands with 
tales of sheer underwater cliffs that plummeted to unseen 
depths. Generations of underwater enthusiasts have since 
made these three islands the leading diving destination in 
the Caribbean. And there’s something for all interests and 
abilities, from introductory immersions on shallow reefs 
and easy wreck dives to flight-like explorations of vertical 
walls and extended-range explorations into the depths of 
the Sponge Belt that push the boundaries of recreational 
diving. Choose an intimate dive lodge on the quiet outer 
islands of Little Cayman and Cayman Brac, or indulge at 
an upscale resort in the heart of Grand Cayman’s famous 
Seven Mile Beach. After surfacing, you can swap stories with 
dive masters at the local pub or dine in five-star style.

CAYMAN ISLANDS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• 365 dive sites to choose from
• Little Cayman’s Bloody Bay Wall
• The wreck of the USS Kittiwake
• Posing with the mermaid at Sunset Reef
• Dive/snorkel the original Stingray City

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Pedro St. James Castle 18th century surviving estate
• Kayaking the North Sound’s Bio Bay
• Road trip to East End and Rum Point
• Hiking the bluffs of Cayman Brac
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Cobalt Coast Resort
GRAND CAYMAN
•    Iconic Cayman Islands diving with personalized valet service
•   Explore the Kittiwake, Stingray City, and the best of more than 

200 other beautiful dive sites with shore diving available
•   Small, 20-room resort in quiet West End offering standard 

rooms to suites, great food and hospitality 
•   Car rentals, free parking, and nearby public transportation

Reef Divers

Cayman Brac Beach Resort
CAYMAN BRAC
•   Personalized valet service so you can just enjoy your vacation
•   Dive nearly 100 named sites in waters teeming with marine 

life, including iconic MV Captain Keith Tibbetts – 1 of 5 wrecks
•   Newly renovated with 40 rooms, huge pool, outdoor bar, 

chef-prepared meals, spa, fitness room & conference facilities
•   Car, bike, and kayak rentals available

Reef Divers

Little Cayman Beach Resort
LITTLE CAYMAN
•   World-class diving with personalized valet service
•   Experience Bloody Bay Wall Marine Park and more than 60 pristine 

dive sites on reefs 15 – 110 feet deep
•   Intimate, romantic 40 room resort with freshwater pool, outdoor 

bar, chef-prepared meals, spa, fitness room & conference rooms
•   Scooter, bike, SUP, and kayak rentals available

Reef Divers

CARIBBEAN
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Holiday Inn  Resort
GRAND CAYMAN
•   Ocean view guest rooms & suites
•   Divetech on site for all your diving needs or requirements
•   On site restaurant & bar- The Blue Iguana Grill
•    High speed wireless internet access in all guest rooms & 

public areas

Divetech

Wyndham Reef Resort
GRAND CAYMAN
•   Located on the tranquil East End of Grand Cayman 
•   All beachfront, all suite accommodations
•   1,600 feet of white sand beach
•   Three swimming pools, two restaurants, Le Soleil Spa
•   Water sports, fitness center and all-inclusive options

Ocean Frontiers

Grand Cayman Marriott Beach Resort
GRAND CAYMAN
•    Experience Beach House-style on the famous Seven Mile Beach
•    Walking distance to shopping, dining, entertainment, nightlife
•    Offering modern décor and casual seaside ambience of 

island living
•   All rooms include private balconies with exquisite views

Red Sail Sports Grand Cayman

Compass Point Dive Resort
GRAND CAYMAN
•    Luxurious beautiful apartments with unobstructed views 
•   Valet diving and easy access to East End walls and reefs
•    Eagle Ray’s Bar & Grill now on site where you can get 

“lionfish tacos” among other diver favorites
•   Breakfast now included in dive vacation packages

Ocean Frontiers

Divetech at Lighthouse Point Oceanfront
GRAND CAYMAN
•   Dive and room packages at multiple locations
•   Diving of all levels - beginner to tech diver
•   Shore and boat diving
•   Freediving and rebreather
•   Kids and family programs

Divetech
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www.caradonna. com/divecayman

Main image courtesy of Ellen Rierson - Coral Edge

SITE NO: 156
SITE NAME: Orange Canyon

GRAND CAYMAN 

SITE NO: 327
SITE NAME: Great Wall East

LITTLE CAYMAN 

SITE NO: 248
SITE NAME: Capt. Keith Tibbetts Wreck

CAYMAN BRAC

Home to 365 dive sites and the International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame, 
Cayman has led the way in recreational diving for over half a century.

LIVE MARINE LIFE TO THE FULLEST.

CAY-1046_CardonnaBrochure_10.375x8_v5.indd   1 8/21/17   2:14 PM
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For a preview of Curaçao’s reefs, simply stroll through the 
historic district of Willemstad, where colonial-era buildings 
display cheerful shades of orange, yellow and red. These 
same colors are mirrored in the prolific groves of soft corals 
and sponges that cover the island’s underwater plateaus 
and submerged slopes. Divers have a range of underwater 
adventures to choose from, whether making a shore 
dive on memorable sites such as Porto Marie or Alice in 
Wonderland, riding the currents at Watamula or crossing 
to the deserted island of Klein Curaçao to discover pristine 
reefs. Not to be missed are the iconic coral formations of 
Mushroom Forest, or a snorkel trip into the shadows of the 
Blue Room grotto. Director’s Bay holds cryptic prizes such 
as seahorses, frogfish and flamingo tongues, while Diver’s 
Lead delivers wall-diving drama. 

CURAÇAO

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Relaxed reef diving on Westpunt sites
• Huge multi-colored sponge beds
• Sea turtles, rays and walls on East End sites
• Night dives during the coral spawn

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• SUP tours in Piscadera Bay
• A trip through Hato Cave
• Historic district and floating market of  Willemstad
• A taste of Keshi Yena with Pika sauce

28
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Lions Dive & Beach Resort
•   Ocean Encounters is Curaçao’s premier 5-star dive resort, 

offering both SSI & PADI courses for every level; from 
beginner to dive professional .

•   On location quality rental equipment and fully stocked 
retail shops 

•   Pools, beach, fitness center, restaurants, more!

Ocean Encounters

Sunscape Curaçao Resort, 
Spa & Casino all-inclusive

•   The only Unlimited-Fun® resort in Curaçao
•    Easy access to the dive sites within the Curaçao 

Underwater Park stretching from just outside Willemstad 
to the easternmost tip of the island

•   World-class shopping, entertaining beaches nearby

Ocean Encounters
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All West Apartments & Diving
•    Surrounded by hills, this property is perfect for sunsets and 

star gazing
•   12 fully-equipped apartments with ocean views
•   Shore diving is accessible from the beach 
•    Go WEST Diving is located at one of Curaçao’s best dive 

sites, Alice in Wonderland

GO WEST Diving

Kura Hulanda Lodge 
& Beach Club all-inclusive

•    This all-inclusive resort is located on Curaçao’s west end 
with calm seas and near some of the best dive sites

•    Offering an excellent house reef—Alice in Wonderland—
ranging from 25 to 100 feet in depth

•    Pool/beach with sun beds, fitness center,  restaurants, more!

GO WEST Diving

Scuba Lodge Boutique Hotel & Ocean Suites
•   Located next to the ocean & short walk from Willemstad
•   28 rooms ranging from standard model to superior deluxe 

rooms with ocean views
•   Boutique hotel offers 11 apartments with 1, 2 & 3-bedrooms
•   Two outdoor swimming pools onsite
•   Shore diving is accessible just off the hotel property

Scuba Lodge Diving

Holiday Beach Resort & Casino
•    Full service, beachfront resort with the best oceanfront 

setting full of beauty and relaxation
•   Indulge in shopping at Punda City Center only 3 minutes 

from Holiday Beach Resort & Casino
•   Goby Divers aspires to be Curaçao’s boutique scuba diving 

provider, taking intimate groups to the best dive sites

Goby Divers

Hilton Curaçao 
•   Situated on the breathtaking Piscadera Bay and set on two 

beautiful private beaches leading to turquoise waters
•   Built on a 16th century Dutch colonial fort
•   Fully equipped PADI 5-star Dive Center offering world-class 

diving, and other fun water sports such as kayaking 
•   Perfect departure point to discover Curaçao’s attractions

Caribbean Sea Sports

Blue Bay Curaçao 
•   Blue Bay deemed among Curaçao’s most beautiful beaches
•   Spacious, modern and fully equipped apartments and 

bungalows located on 220 tranquil acres
•   On-site unlimited shore diving on 2 stunning house reefs: 

The Garden & The Wall
•   Located minutes from the heart of Curaçao; Willemstad

Blue Bay Diving  
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DOWNTIME
THERE’S

LOTS OF DOWNTIME.

LEARN MORE AT CARADONNA.COM/CURACAO/DIVE

https://www.caradonna.com/dive/caribbean/diving-cura�ao


Known as the nature island, Dominica is a land of rugged 
beauty. Ditto for what lies below, where the island’s soaring 
peaks, steep cliffs and deep valleys become dramatic 
underwater drop offs, sheer walls and submarine canyons. 
Dominica’s volcanic origins are evident in a seascape riddled 
with pinnacles, swim-throughs and bubbling fumaroles, 
while the nation’s commitment to conservation is evident 
in the wealth of marine life and the healthy hard and soft 
corals that thrive within a trio of marine reserves. Small 
treasures from seahorses, cleaner shrimp, arrow crabs and 
frogfish to a plethora of invertebrates await the keen-eyed 
diver and the avid macro photographer. Calm waters on the 
island’s sheltered western shore create comfortable and 
inviting conditions for all, but excitement is never far away, 
and can be found on sites where converging Atlantic and 
Caribbean waters nurture vast schools of jacks, snapper 
and Creole wrasse.

DOMINICA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Diving into the bubbles at Champagne Reef
• Invertebrate hunts on night dives
• Swimming into the crater at Scott’s Head
• Exploring the deep water pinnacles of Soufriere

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayak tours on the Layou River
• Swimming in the basin at Trafalgar Falls
• A challenging trek to Boiling Lake
• Meeting the native peoples of Carib Territory

WELLNESS
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Castle Comfort Dive Lodge
•    Located on the ocean’s edge at the base of spectacular 

mountain ranges
•    Ideal for individuals, couples, or groups desiring a getaway
•   Unlimited shore diving 
•   Afternoon dives and night dives available
•   Equipment storage room and gear rinse tanks

Dive Dominica

Buddy Dive at Fort Young Hotel
•    Located on the outskirts of Roseau overlooking the ocean
•   Modern accommodations with old world charm
•   On site dive, rental and retail shop
•   Various land excursions and whale watch tours available
•   On site restaurants offer local and international cuisine
•   Free wifi throughout the property

Buddy Dive on Dominica

Secret Bay Dominica
•    Boutique resort offering eight luxurious, secluded villas 

and bungalows immersed in nature
•    Located cliffside overlooking the Caribbean, bordered by 

the magical Cario River
•    Two beaches for snorkeling, including a rock arch and cave
•   In-suite culinary services serving local, innovative cuisine

 JC Ocean Adventures
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Grenada lays claim to the title of  “Top wreck diving 
destination of the Caribbean,” and this distinction is justified 
not only by the number of sunken vessels that surround 
the island’s shores but also the variety. In addition to an 
extensive collection of smaller, novice-friendly wrecks that 
sit at shallow to medium depths on the leeward side of the 
island, advanced divers can explore the largest wreck in the 
Caribbean, the 600-foot Bianca C, and other noteworthy 
blue-water wrecks such as the MV Hema and the King Mitch. 
Ships aren’t the whole story, as there are more than 40 sites 
where divers of all abilities can enjoy lively reefs coated in 
elkhorn coral and brain coral, slopes covered in colorful sea 
fans, and ledges and caverns home to nurse sharks and 
large moray eels. Grenada is also home to the world’s first 
underwater sculpture garden.

GRENADA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• 14 wrecks for both novices and advanced divers
• Clouds of purple wrasse and colorful soft corals 
• Exciting drift dives at Northern Exposure
• Viewing the Moliniere Underwater Sculpture Gallery

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Hitting the beach bars on Grand Anse 
• Hiking to Seven Sisters Falls
• Artisanal chocolate making at Belmont Estate
• Visits to spice markets and historic forts 
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Coyaba Beach Resort
•   Intimate getaway on the 2 .5 mile Grand Anse Beach
•   On-staff marine biologist
•    Full hotel amenities and full-service dive center with 

gear storage 
•    Beach loading from Eco Dive’s Grand Anse location and 

jetty loading from Port Louis Marina location

Eco Dive & Trek

True Blue Bay Boutique Resort
•   Friendly atmosphere—all rooms with bay or ocean views
•    Convenient dive dock just steps from your room with daily 

morning and afternoon dive trips
•    Bar and restaurant, theme nights, live music, private parties
•    Meal plans, yoga and cooking classes, car hire, yacht 

charter and tours are available

Aquanauts Grenada

Sandals LaSource all-inclusive

•   Luxury-Included® all-inclusive resort
•   Three Villages: Pink Gin, South Seas, and Italian Village 
•   Ultra luxurious accommodations including 69 butler suites
•    10 restaurants, five pools (including two river pools), 

fitness center, spa
•    Day dives as well as a wide variety of activities are complimentary 

Sandals Diving

CARIBBEAN
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Many destinations claim to be a favorite of dive pioneer 
Jacques Cousteau, but it was the waters of Guadeloupe 
where he chose to create his first landmark film, The Silent 
World. The Caribbean reefs and fish life he immortalized 
now lie within a namesake marine reserve that includes 
some of the region’s most popular dive sites. But that’s 
just the start. In addition to coral gardens at diver-friendly 
depths, the waters of the Guadeloupe archipelago include 
a diverse range of underwater landscapes that takes in 
shipwrecks, arches and swim-throughs, submarine canyons 
and a dramatic offshore pinnacle. Complementing these 
underwater experiences are islands that combine natural 
beauty with French charm. Visitors can hike a volcanic peak, 
stroll a colorful village market, and indulge in a gourmet 
dinner on a waterfront terrace.

GUADELOUPE 
ISLANDS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Relaxed diving around the Pigeon islands
• Shipwreck dives off the coast of Basse-Terre
• The bubbling geothermal reef at Bouillante
• Fish life on the pinnacles of Sec Pate

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Waters visited by 12 species of whales and dolphins
• Day trips to Les Saintes and Marie-Galante Island
• Tours of the Damoiseau Rhum distillery
• Canopy tours at Le Tapeur and Magofil adventure parks

36
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Aqua Lodge
ST. FRANCOIS, GRANDE-TERRE
•   Six floating villas in Saint Francois’ lagoon turquoise waters
•   80m² of living area including fully-equipped kitchens 
•    Dinghy ashore to enjoy Aqua Lodge’s beach or explore the 

shops and bistros in town
•    Diving, golfing, snorkeling and windsurfing easily accessible

Noa Plongee

Bwa Chik Hotel and Golf
ST. FRANCOIS, GRANDE-TERRE
•    Small, elegant hotel between golf course, marina and beach
•   Noa Plongee departs the marina daily to dive sites nearby
•   Continental breakfast served poolside daily
•    A variety of local restaurants and bistros within walking 

distance

Noa Plongee

Langley Resort Fort Royal all-inclusive
DESHAIES, BASSE-TERRE
•    Beachfront resort with a variety of rooms, suites and bungalows
•    Restaurant offering creole specialties and international flavors
•   Beach bar with casual menu and free WiFi
•    Pool, tennis, SUPs, Hobie Cats, kayaks, windsurfing, sailing, 

kids club and more

Les Heures Saines

La Cocoteraie
ST. FRANCOIS, GRANDE-TERRE
•   Charming colonial-style resort with 50 stylish suites 
•   Swimming pool, beach, poolside restaurant/bar
•    Gym, lighted tennis courts and massage services available
•    Two-minute stroll from the marina, restaurants, bars, 

shops and golf

Noa Plongee

Les Heures Saines
BOUILLANTE-COUSTEAU MARINE PARK, BASSE-TERRE
• Three dive boats holding up to 30 passengers
• Offering daily trips to the Cousteau Marine Park
•  Accommodating snorkelers, new divers and 

advanced divers
• Most dive sites are within a 10-minute boat ride

Cousteau Marine Park Dive Operator 
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https://www.caradonna.com/dive/caribbean/diving-guadeloupe-islands
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In the heart of the windward chain lies a Caribbean island 
known to few North American divers. But the word on 
Martinique is getting out, and those who visit this green 
volcanic gem discover a landscape that is as diverse and 
scenic below the waves as it is above. Divers can descend 
onto other-worldly landscapes of twisted fissures, spires and 
ridges formed by ancient volcanic forces. The adventurous 
and experienced can explore historic wrecks sent down by 
one of the Caribbean’s most dramatic natural disasters. In 
brilliant contrast to these sites are the island’s sunlit bays and 
coral shallows that provide hours of immersive relaxation. 
Also in the mix is a bragging-rights dive through the center of 
a towering volcanic spire, descents on precipitous walls and 
night dives on a sunken tall ship that has been transformed 
into a haven for marine life. 

MARTINIQUE

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Diving the ghost ships of Saint-Pierre Bay
• Exploring coral canyons at Les Trois Vallées
• Venturing into the cavern under Diamond Rock
• Lingering in the colorful shallows at Arlet’s Coves

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Sailing and paddling at Grand Anses d’Arlet
• Hiking the slopes of Mout Pelée
• Visiting the historic ruins of Saint-Pierre
• Clement Habitation 18th century estate rum distillery
     and Art Foundation
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Hotel Bambou
TROIS ISLETS
•   Seaside garden setting, with colorful Creole-style bungalows 

& two story houses offering full range of amenities
•   Wide range of complimentary beach, water & land activities
•   On-site restaurant Bòdanmè serves fresh Caribbean-fusion 

cuisine with view of Fort de France bay

Espace Plongee Martinique

La Pagerie Hotel
TROIS ISLETS
•   Fully renovated 4-star boutique hotel with 96 modern and 

comfortable bedrooms
•   Stunning tropical garden, swimming pool with pool bar, 

lobby bar and restaurant
•   White sand beaches & Resort Creole Village in walking distance

Espace Plongee Martinique

Hotel La Dunette
SAINTE ANNE
•   Boutique waterfront hotel with air-conditioned rooms and 

private balconies providing scenic views of Saint-Anne
•   Waterfront restaurant & bar with spectacular sunset views
•   Water sports include paddling, sailing and Jet Ski use
•   Dive boat pick up from hotel dock

Natiyabel Plongee

Pierre et Vacances
SAINTE LUCE
•   Studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apartment-style accommodations
•   Family-friendly property with Kid’s Club and water park
•   Two white-sand beaches overlooking Diamond Rock
•   Daily hosted excursions, activities & evening entertainment
•   Daily boat trips to sites from Diamond Rock to Sainte-Anne

Kariba Plongee
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Martinique is
the perfect diving
destination

Martinique offers an impressive variety of amazing sites 
for all levels. With stunning reefs and extraordinary 
shipwrecks that offer a unique window into the island's 
rich history, diving in Martinique is unforgettable!

us.martinique.org

CARIBBEAN

Visit caradonna.com/divemartinique

https://www.caradonna.com/divemartinique


Sitting on the boundary of the Caribbean and Tropical 
Atlantic, Puerto Rico is an island of contrasts, both above and 
below the water. The south coast’s mountains are mirrored 
under the water by steep offshore slopes and walls ideal for 
multi-level profiles. The east coast enters the ocean more 
gradually, with miles of intricate coral formations in shallow 
to medium depths. A boat ride away are the picturesque out 
islands of Culebra and Vieques, which are home to some 
of the region’s best coral reefs and clearest waters. On the 
island’s southwestern corner, the Parguera Wall drops to 
depths of 1,500 feet, and after dark the waters of nearby 
Bio Bay light up in eerie glowing blues. After the dive, an 
exciting range of eco adventures await in the mountains, 
while San Juan offers both cosmopolitan excitement and 
the charms of a 500-year-old Colonial city.

PUERTO RICO

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Drift dives along Parguera Wall
• Exploring the reefs of Cayo Diablo
• Elkhorn coral gardens at Vieques Island 
• Diving the tunnels at Geniqui Caves

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Night kayak trips in the bioluminescent bays
• Hiking in El Yunque National Forest
• High-speed flights on an 8,000-foot zipline 
• A night on the town in Old San Juan
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Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa
GUANICA
•   Beachfront resort located on the southwest coast
•    20-acres with two restaurants/bars, spa, fitness center, two 

pools and hot tubs 
•    Hobie Cats, paddleboards, tennis, volleyball, playground/pools
•   Easy access to dive sites including the Guanica Wall

Capt Frank Divers

W Retreat & Spa
VIEQUES ISLAND
•    Stylish, luxurious resort on the north coast of Vieques Island
•   Private airport lounge
•   White sand beach, fresh-water pool, spa
•   Organic, locally sourced restaurant, pool bar, and café
•   PADI Dive Center, Black Beard Sports, located on site 

Black Beard Sports

Wyndham Grand Rio Mar Beach Resort & Spa
RIO GRANDE
•    Located on the northeast coast near the El Yunque Rainforest
•   Stunning 500-acre resort with casino, golf, tennis and spa
•    Well-appointed rooms, two pools/hot tubs, 10 restaurants 

and bars, secluded beach
•   Less than 30 minutes from Fajardo’s great dive sites

Aqua Adventure

El Conquistador Resort
FAJARDO
•    A Waldorf Astoria resort with over 20 restaurants/bars/lounges
•   Located on a cliff with sweeping ocean views
•   Beautifully-appointed rooms and suites
•    Home to world-class spa and golf course, marina, private 

island, and waterpark

Aqua Adventure

Parador Villa Parguera
PARGUERA
•    Intimate “parador” hotel located on the southwest coast 
•    Located in one of Puerto Rico’s best dive regions and “The 

Wall” at Parguera
•   Waterfront dining at Aquamarina Restaurant
•   Bioluminescent bay and mangrove tours also available

Paradise Scuba

CARIBBEAN



At the northern end of the Leeward Islands, a group of 
less-visited destinations reward divers with a varied array 
of underwater adventures. The adjacent pairing of St. Kitts 
and Nevis islands creates an underwater landscape that 
includes an expansive mid-water shoal, along with wrecks, 
near-shore slopes, and walls cut with canyons and arches. 
Statia combines colorful reefs and modern shipwrecks 
with the historic remains of Colonial-era sailing ships. As a 
bonus, invertebrate enthusiasts and macro photographers 
will discover sections of seafloors alive with a wealth of 
subjects. Saba delivers a surreal underwater landscape 
of submerged volcanic spires and seamounts that attract 
swirling schools of fish. The islands themselves are equally 
diverse and interesting, providing visitors with mountain 
slopes to climb, historic sites to discover and picturesque 
harbor towns where Caribbean traditions live on.

SABA • STATIA • 
ST. KITTS & NEVIS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Wreck dives on the River Taw and MV Talata
• Descending into the crevice at Brimstone Shallows
• Hunting for Statia’s famous blue beads
• A trip to Saba’s amazing Eye of the Needle

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayak trips to Pelican Rocks and Turtle Beach 
• A hike to the crater of Mount Liamuiga
• Exploring the historic fortress at Brimstone Hill
• Ascending into Saba’s Elfin Cloud Forest

46
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Caribbean Explorer II
LIVEABOARD
•   Dive offshore pinnacles and historic relics in Saba, St. Kitts, Nevis 
•   Up to 18 divers in nine staterooms with private bathrooms
•   Water temperatures range from the mid 70s to mid 80s
•   Offers up to five dives daily and up to two island tours 

during the weeklong trip

Liveaboard Dive Options
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Oualie Beach Resort
NEVIS 
•   Beachfront dive resort, 32 rooms in gingerbread cottages
•    Restaurant and bar specialized in local and international 

cuisine, house made local drinks and fresh sea food
•    Easy diving with wrecks, mini-walls and caverns, pristine 

reefs teeming with fish, turtles, and crustaceans

Scuba Safaris

Bird Rock Beach Hotel
ST. KITTS 
•    Small, exclusive hotel‚ set amidst lush tropical gardens 

overlooking the Caribbean Sea
•   Easy access to dive boats docked right in front of resort
•   Just minutes from colorful reefs and fascinating wrecks
•   Storage lockers, rinse tanks, and a fresh water shower

Dive St. Kitts

St. Kitts Marriott Resort & The 
Royal Beach Casino  -  ST. KITTS
•    Beachfront resort with eight restaurants and three lounges
•    Just a 10-minute drive from downtown Basseterre and  

the airport
•    Refresher courses offered in the main pool, excellent for 

divers who have not been in the water in a while

Dive St. Kitts

Sugar Bay Club Suites & Hotel 
ST. KITTS 
•   Family-owned modern, comfortable oceanfront resort 
•    89 rooms and suites on five acres of beautiful landscaping
•   Five restaurants, two pools, free WiFi, close to casinos and golf
•    10-minute walk to local beachfront dining, nightlife and 

watersports

 Kenneth’s Dive Center

Timothy Beach Resort
ST. KITTS 
•   Located on beautiful Frigate Bay Beach
•    Most rooms (except mountain view) offer balconies with 

Caribbean views
•   Sunset Cafe, Dock beach bar, pool, free Wifi
•   Walking distance to lively beach bars on “The Strip” 

Pro Divers St. Kitts

The Old Gin House 
ST. EUSTATIUS 
•   Quaint, charming, and completely unique
•   Statia is the most diverse dive destination in the region
•   Dive excursions by PADI dive shop
•    Hike the Quill volcano and visit the historic fort and 

museum of Statia

Scubaqua Dive Center
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Wreck your next dive with the coral-covered ‘Wreck of the River 

Taw’, just one of many still being discovered around St. Kitts and 

Nevis. Hang out in coral gardens with the locals—leatherback 

turtles and spotted moray eels—or heat things up at ‘the Vents’, 

where coral tubes spout hot water. The best part? Your St. Kitts 

happy place can be found at just 40 feet down.

Visit www.caradonna.com/divestkitts for all the details.

BASSETERRE

CARIBBEAN



One of the Caribbean’s most scenic islands is equally 
stunning below the water. The sloping reefs that run close 
to St. Lucia’s calm western coast are covered in bright-hued 
carpets of gorgonians, black coral trees, sponges and lace 
coral. Dramatic seamounts rise from deep water to within a 
few feet of the surface. More than 150 species of fish thrive 
on the protected reefs of a marine preserve, delighting 
photographers with subjects such as golden spotted 
eels, seahorses, frogfish, turtles and a wealth of colorful 
invertebrates. Shipwrecks wear an over coat of marine 
life that transforms steel into an oasis of life. A reef that 
emits champagne-like bubbles, bioluminescent sea life and 
a mysterious serpentine creature known as “The Thing” all 
add to the allure of the underwater realm. Above the water, 
beaches, forests and mountains become a playground for 
active adventure, or a backdrop for relaxation.  

ST. LUCIA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Exploring the wreck of the Lesleen M
• Following eagle rays along Anse La Raye Wall
• Shore dives and night dives at Anse Chastanet
• Riding the currents at Superman’s Flight

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayaking the Roseau River
• Sulphur bath soaks in a volcanic hot spring
• Views of the Pitons from a private balcony
• Meeting locals at the Friday fish fry

WELLNESS
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Windjammer Landing Villa Beach Resort
•   Located on St . Lucia’s northern coast
•   All rooms, suites, and villas offer views of the Caribbean
•   Five restaurants to choose from
•   All-inclusive plans available

Marigot Beach Club & Dive Resort
•   Exclusive waterfront resort accessible only by boat 
•    Dining at Doolittle’s Restaurant & Bar and Marigot 

Gourmet Pizza & Juice Bar Including locally sourced and 
organic ingredients

•   Easy access to quaint boutiques, restaurants and bars
•    On site health retreat offers yoga, pilates, aerobics, meditation

Dive Fair Helen

Sandals Grande St. Lucian 
Spa and Beach Resort all-inclusive

•   Luxury-Included® all-inclusive resort
•    Sheltered mile-long beachfront, home to the calmest 

waters in St . Lucia
•   Choose from twelve unique dining experiences
•   Two dives per day and equipment included

Sandals Diving

BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia  all-inclusive

•    Located in a secluded cove and on palm-fringed Cariblue Beach
•    Focusing on wellness and relaxation with a wide variety of 

inclusive activities
•    Four restaurants and a deli featuring innovative and health-

conscious menus
•   Free daily shore dives and treatment at wellness center

BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia

Bay Gardens Beach Resort & Spa
•    Nestled on one of St . Lucia’s best beaches, Reduit Beach
•   Renowned for exceptional, award-winning service
•    Located in Rodney Bay Village near shopping, nightlife, and 

more
•   Dining options include two restaurants and three bars
•   Full service spa, gym, and watersports

Dive Saint Lucia 

Eastern Caribbean Diving

Ti Kaye Resort & Spa
•    Naturally elegant resort with understated sophistication on 

the serene West Coast 
•   Oceanview rooms and cottages with private plunge pools 
•    36’ Newton dive boat, top quality dive gear and private dive 

guide services available
•    Shore dive in a marine reserve; wreck in front of the resort

Island Divers
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Jade Mountain
•   Beautiful interior spaces with views of the Pitons 
•    Individual bridges lead to infinity pool sanctuaries and 

rugged stoned-faced columns 
•   A dedicated resort team ensures outstanding service
•    Use of Anse Chastanet’s two restaurants/bars, boutiques, 

art gallery, and 42’ sailing yacht

Scuba St. Lucia

Anse Chastanet
•    A scenic resort hideaway set amidst a 600-acre tropical 

estate 
•   Two beaches bordering pristine coral reefs
•   A unique hillside/beachside setting with 49 rooms
•    Facilities include two restaurants/bars, boutiques, art 

gallery, and 42’ sailing yacht

Scuba St. Lucia
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When a Tobago divemaster tells you to “go with the 
flow,” take it literally. The steady flow of the Guyana 
Current bathes the island’s eastern shore in nutrient-rich 
waters that support magnificent growths of soft corals. 
Currents along these reefs can run from mild to wild, 
but there’s no danger, as dive operators are well versed 
in the techniques of drift diving, and the subtleties of the 
moving water. Itineraries are chosen based on each diver’s 
comfort and skill level, ensuring an enjoyable ride for all. 
A slightly longer boat ride leads to a towering rock arch 
off the island’s northern coast. More tranquil waters along 
the island’s western shore offer shallow reefs and a fish-
laden wreck at diver-friendly depths. Any trip to Tobago 
should also include a visit to the forests and waterfalls of 
the Western Hemisphere’s oldest nature reserve.

TOBAGO

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Riding the currents through the Kelleston Drain
• Colorful soft coral & sponge beds at Japanese Gardens
• Swimming through the arch at London Bridge
• Schooling fish in the MV Maverick Wreck

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Stand up Paddle tours to Coco Reef
• An easy hike to a swim in Argyle Falls
• Visit to the Tobago Main Ridge Forest Reserve
• Chocolate tours at the Tobago Cocoa Estate
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The Magdalena Grand Beach Resort 
•    Nestled on a 750-acre tropical planation estate along 2 ½ 

miles of beach and coastline
•    The grounds offer nature trails and canopy walks through 

a virgin mangrove forest 
•    Variety of restaurants and bars (all-inclusive plans available)
•   Three swimming pools, tennis, complimentary bicycles

Undersea Tobago

Blue Waters Inn
•    Beachfront boutique hotel situated on 46 acres of secluded 

tropical grounds
•   38 beachfront rooms overlooking Batteaux Bay
•    Full-service restaurant and bar offers guests a menu with 

fresh seafood and tropical drinks
•    Onsite Blue Waters Dive’n offers unique dive adventures

Blue Waters Dive’n
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Clear waters, vibrant reefs and big walls. This promise 
becomes reality in the islands of the Turk & Caicos, where 
undersea plateaus riddled with swim-throughs, caverns and 
canyons lead to coral-dense cliff faces that drop abruptly 
from the shallows to depths of a mile or more. This is the 
land of the multi-level profile, where dives can begin with 
a descent on a wall covered in huge elephant ear sponges, 
and end more than an hour later in the sunlight shallows. 
To sweeten the experience, add in consistently stellar water 
clarity, a smattering of historic and modern wrecks, and 
thousands of acres of fish-laden coral heads and shallow 
reefs that see little diver traffic. Beachfront resorts on the 
island of Providenciales offer a full range of perks and 
indulgences; liveaboards cruise to remote and pristine 
reefs; and Grand Turk provides a step back in time. 

TURKS & CAICOS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Fish life at the Columbus Landfall National Marine Park
• Deep slopes covered in large elephant ear sponges
• Rays and sharks in Sandbore Channel
• Hovering on the edge of Grand Turk Wall

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Humpback whale watching tours
• Exploring mangroves and sand flats by kayak
• Touring the caves of Middle Caicos
• Thursday fish fry at Children’s Park
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Bohio Dive Resort
GRAND TURK
•   Located on a beach, all rooms have water & sunset views
•   Home of award-winning Guanahani Restaurant & Bar
•   On-site PADI dive center and dive boats
•   Easy access to premier dive sites along Columbus Passage
•   Excellent snorkeling and unlimited shore diving

Turks & Caicos Explorer II
LIVEABOARD
•    Comfortably accommodates 20 passengers in 10 air-

conditioned staterooms with private baths
•   Water temperatures range from high 70s to mid 80s
•    Large sun deck with lounge chairs and awning-covered 

flybridge with wetbar

Bohio Divers

Liveaboard Dive Options

Ports of Call Resort Turks & Caicos
PROVIDENCIALES
•   Diver friendly, recently renovated boutique resort
•    Complimentary breakfast, WiFi, equipment rinsing tanks 

and storage lockers, use of paddle boards on the beach
•    Conveniently located beside Dive Provo in the Ports of Call 

Plaza (three restaurants, bars, spa, gift shops)

Dive Provo

Royal West Indies Resort 
PROVIDENCIALES 
•   Oceanfront resort situated on beautiful Grace Bay Beach
•   Oversized studios or one and two-bedroom suites
•    Pelican Bay Restaurant, two pools, poolside bar, 

complimentary bikes, hobie cats, snorkeling gear, and kayaks
•   Within walking distance to shops, restaurants, casino

Dive Provo
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The Baja Peninsula is the launching point for some of 
the most electrifying big animal encounters on earth. 
Liveaboards depart from Cabo San Lucas for the Socorro 
Islands, where undersea pinnacles attract giant manta rays, 
silky sharks, bottlenose dolphins, schooling hammerheads 
and more. Divers may be immersed in flashing shoals of 
jacks and yellowfin tuna, or catch a glimpse of migrating 
humpback whales. Back on the mainland, the historic 
port city of La Paz is the starting point for trips into the 
rich waters of the Sea of Cortez. Here, divers find a varied 
underwater landscape and sea life such as huge fish shoals 
of Cerralvo Island, the playful sea lions of Los Islotes and 
the whale sharks that make seasonal appearances in the 
bay. Farther north, Guadalupe Island provides a rare and 
unforgettable opportunity for cage dives with great white 
sharks in cerulean blue waters.

BAJA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Diving with Socorro’s gregarious manta rays 
• A chance to see seven shark species on a single dive
• Sighting a passing humpback whale
• Playing underwater tag with sea lion pups

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Sea Kayak trips to Espiritu Santo 
• Big game fishing for tuna and marlin
• Horseback rides in the Sierra de la Laguna mountains
• Sunsets and fresh seafood on the La Paz Malecon
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Nautilus Fleet Liveaboards 
NAUTILUS EXPLORER • NAUTILUS BELLE AMIE 
NAUTILUS UNDER SEA

•    Socorro expeditions & Guadalupe great white shark diving
•   State-of-the-art, custom designed, stabilized steel ships
•   Comfortable cabins including premium suites
•   Shaded sun decks with hot tubs and bars

Liveaboard Dive Options

Solmar V
LIVEABOARD
•   Socorro itineraries (Nov-Jun) 
•   Guadalupe great white itineraries (Aug-Oct) 
•    All staterooms feature private bath, air-conditioning and 

down pillows
•   Spacious swim platform, camera table, outdoor showers

Liveaboard Dive Options

MEXICO
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Cozumel brings together all the elements of a perfect dive 
vacation. The western shores of this small Caribbean island 
are sheltered from prevailing winds and waves, and washed 
by currents that bring warm, clear waters. This life-giving 
flow nurtures luxuriant growths of brightly-hued sponges 
and soft corals that overgrow hard-coral ledges, ridges 
and drop offs. A menagerie of fish and invertebrates thrive 
on these reefs, and are under the protection of a marine 
park. The currents also propel divers on exhilarating 
but controlled drifts as they go with the flow. Adding to 
the appeal are direct flights from the US, a wide range of 
beachfront hotels to enjoy, and dive boats that make easy 
runs in calm waters to sites less than a mile from shore. 
After the dive, the picturesque waterfront town of San 
Miguel delivers an authentic helping of Mexican hospitality.

COZUMEL

WELLNESSADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Underwater flight along Santa Rosa Wall
• Navigating the swim-throughs at Palancar
• Night dives at Paradise Reef
• Exploring the Felipe Xicotencatl wreck

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayaking Ciega Lagoon and Laguna Xlapak
• Walking deserted east-side beaches
• Visits to San Gervasio Mayan ruins
• Evening concerts on the town square
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Sunscape Sabor Cozumel all-inclusive

•   Escape to Unlimited-Fun® where everything is included
•    218 rooms and suites with ample amenities and fabulous views
•    Explorer’s Club for Kids (ages 3-12) with fun-filled activities
•   Recently remodeled, featuring themed restaurants and bars
•    Situated on 2,000 feet of beach on the southwest side of 

Cozumel, just five minutes from Chankanaab Ecopark

Dive House

Allegro Cozumel all-inclusive

•    305 vibrant, tropical rooms in Polynesian-style bungalows
•   Located on famous San Francisco Beach
•    All-inclusive, unlimited meals, snacks and beverages, 

including full open bar
•   On site PADI Five Star National Geographic Dive Center
•   The unique and exclusive Ultimate Dive Experience

Pro Dive Mexico

Secrets Aura Cozumel all-inclusive

•    Only all-inclusive, adults-only beachfront resort in Cozumel
•   266 suites with unique style
•   Infinity-edge pool with ocean view
•    Unlimited-Luxury®: limitless gourmet a la carte dining, 

premium beverages, activities and entertainment .

Dive House

The Explorean Cozumel  all-inclusive

•    Exclusive 56 Casitas Suites all-inclusive resort providing 
total privacy with daily excursions included 

•   On site restaurant, pool, hot tub and complimentary WiFi
•    Access to Fiesta Americana’s beach club, dive operation 

and private pier

Dive House

Fiesta Americana Cozumel Resort all-inclusive

•    Completely renovated with modern architecture, refined 
details and luxurious amenities 

•    Seven restaurants serving Mexican, Italian and Asian Cuisine
•    Three bars, beach club, 24-hour room service, 

(complimentary) WiFi and more
•   Private pier for easy access to Cozumel’s best dive sites

Dive House

Occidental Cozumel all-inclusive

•    All-inclusive resort offering upgrades to the exclusive Royal 
Level featuring VIP services and amenities

•    Pro Dive Mexico PADI certifications and daily excursions
•   Six restaurants, a snack bar, five bars and a disco
•   Two adults swimming pools and one kiddy pool
•   Fitness room, whirlpool, and two tennis courts

Pro Dive Mexico
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El Cid La Ceiba Beach Hotel
•   Beachfront resort located on the southern end of Cozumel 
•   Deluxe rooms and suites with kitchens or kitchenettes
•   All-inclusive and room only options
•    On site PADI Dive Center with PADI certified Divemasters 

and Instructors
•   Unlimited shore diving from private dock

Babieca Dive Center

Presidente InterContinental 
Resort & Spa
•   Luxurious resort set on a half mile of white sand beach
•   Four restaurants, The Spa, two pools (one adult-only)
•   Buffet breakfast included
•   PADI Five Star Center, Scuba Du, on site
•   Valet dive service including gear rinse and storage

Scuba Du
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Casa Del Mar Cozumel Hotel & Dive Resort
•    A charming hideaway five minutes from the heart of town
•    Superior rooms with private balcony or terrace and 

spacious Deluxe Cabanas
•   A-la-carte restaurant, swim-up bar, beach area with 

“palapas” and hammocks
•   Dive concierge and house reef on site

Cozumel Marine World

Cozumel Palace all-inclusive

•   Located oceanfront near downtown San Miguel
•    Accommodations include spacious junior suites with 

seating area and double whirlpool
•   Three restaurants, poolside bar/grill, spa/fitness center
•   Two oceanfront pools, one infinity with swim-up bar

Aqua Safari

Scuba Club Cozumel Dive Resort
•   60-room beachfront property made for divers
•   Packages include room, meals, and diving
•    PADI Five Star Dive Center with seven custom boats and a 

private pier with great beach diving
•   Catering to individual divers as well as dive groups

Scuba Cozumel

Hotel Cozumel & Resort
•   Just a few steps from the newly renovated center square
•   Near to the shopping district, local restaurants and bars
•   Complimentary lockers, rinse tanks, & hangers for dive gear
•   Free WiFi in all rooms, swimming pool & lobby, beach 

across the street, shore diving , snorkeling & kayaking
•   Room plus breakfast or All inclusive meal plan and room

Dive Paradise

MEXICO



In addition to coastal coral reefs and miles of magnificent 
beaches, Mexico’s Riviera Maya offers a number of unique 
underwater adventures. To the north, boats depart from 
Isla Mujeres for open-water swims with whale sharks 
and dives beneath swirling schools of baitfish corralled 
by sailfish. Big thrills continue when female bull sharks 
congregate off Playa del Carmen each winter. Quieter but 
no less thrilling adventures await those who immerse in 
the clear fresh waters of the cenote caverns that riddle the 
jungle landscape. Also in the diving mix are easy boat rides 
to spur-and-groove reef formations visited by turtles and 
tarpon, visits to fish-laden shipwrecks near Cancun, tours 
of the world’s largest underwater sculpture garden and day 
trips to the world-famous reefs of Cozumel. Ashore there 
are ancient Mayan cities to explore and all the topside 
attractions of a world-class vacation destination.

RIVIERA MAYA

WELLNESSADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Whale shark encounters
• Wreck dives on the USS Harlequin
• Drifting the mini-wall at Pared Verde
• Cavern diving at Dos Ojos

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayaking in the surf on Akumal Bay
• Visits to Xcaret Eco Adventure Park
• Cutting loose for Cancun’s high-energy night life
• Massage and wellness treatments in Tulum
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The Reef Coco Beach all-inclusive

PLAYA DEL CARMEN
•    All-inclusive family-friendly beachfront resort with large 

freeform pool and kids club near lively 5th Avenue
•   Three restaurants and four bars
•    PADI 5 star instructor development dive resort Reef Marina 

offers free Nitrox
•    Free use of fitness center, kayaks, snorkel gear, boogie boards

Allegro Playacar  all-inclusive
PLAYA DEL CARMEN
•    Located on a pristine stretch of white sand beach in 

Playa Del Carmen
•   286 tropically inspired décor rooms
•    All-inclusive, unlimited meals, snacks and beverages, 

including full open bar
•   On site PADI Five Star National Geographic Dive Center

Reef Marina Dive Center Pro Dive Mexico

Playacar Palace all-inclusive

PLAYA DEL CARMEN
•   All-inclusive resort ideally located on a glistening white 

sand beach in Playa del Carmen
•   Minutes from of 5th Avenue’s shops and open-air restaurants 
•   Double Jacuzzi® in every room and 24-hour room service
•   Cenote and reef diving available

Reef Marina Dive Center

Isla Mujeres Palace all-inclusive

ISLA MUJERES
•   A “couples only” resort
•   Small and intimate with unbeatable service 
•   Spectacular beachfront location
•   Whale Shark encounters June-September

Reef Marina Dive Center

The Reef Playacar Resort & Spa all-inclusive
PLAYA DEL CARMEN
•    Beachfront all-inclusive resort just steps from lively 5th 

Avenue in Playa del Carmen
•   Three restaurants, four bars, ice cream parlor, two pools, spa 
•    PADI 5 star instructor development dive resort Reef Marina 

offers free Nitrox
•   Whale shark encounters, cenote diving, day trips to Cozumel

Reef Marina Dive Center

MEXICO



The Bay Islands—Roatan, Utila and Guanaja— serve up a 
quintessential mix of Caribbean dive experiences. There are 
sheltered lagoons where divers can spend relaxing hours 
searching for cryptic marine life among the seagrasses 
and coral heads. Coastlines are buttressed by hard corals 
slopes riddled with clefts and crevices that harbor a colorful 
collection of reef fish and invertebrates. Sponge-covered 
walls plunge into the depths, while nearby seamounts attract 
passing pelagic fish. There are wreck dives, drift dives, night 
dives, shark dives and, for the lucky, an encounter with the 
biggest fish in the sea—the whale shark. Each of the three 
primary islands of the group have well-developed diving 
infrastructure, but distinctly different personalities. This 
allows divers to choose between the luxuries of a first-class 
resort or the camaraderie of a laid-back dive lodge.

BAY ISLANDS OF 
HONDURAS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• 200-plus dive sites to choose from 
• Exploring the critter-filled crevices of Mary’s Place
• Negotiating maze-like swim-throughs and canyons
• Walls covered in black coral and huge barrel sponges

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Dolphin swims at Anthony’s Key
• Beach barbecues on Pigeon Cay
• Hiking and ziplining in Pico Bonito National Park
• Day trips to the ancient Mayan city of Copan
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CENTRAL AMERICA

Utila Lodge
UTILA
•   Located on the harbor in the heart of Utila Town 
•    Eight rooms with private balcony built out over the ocean
•   On site clubhouse, bar and restaurant with huge deck
•   Artificial reef/natural aquarium right under the dock

Dive Utila

The Villa on Dunbar Rock
GUANAJA
•   A 15,000 square foot resort perched on a private island cay   
•   Nine Ocean Front rooms & 2 Suites, all with private balconies
•   Amenities include great room, infinity pool & pool bar, pool 

table, cardio/massage room & small beach area
•   PADI/SSI facility with 2 roomy dive boats and expert crews 

Dunbar Rock

Mayan Princess Beach & Dive Resort
ROATAN all-inclusive

•    Premium all-inclusive with four restaurants and top shelf liquor 
•    Luxury one and two-bedroom villas with full kitchens plus 

deluxe hotel rooms, all with spacious interiors
•    PADI Five Star Dive Center offering smaller boats with fruit 

onboard and personalized service

Mayan Divers

Anthony’s Key Resort
ROATAN
•   Located on a private island just off the coast of Roatan
•    Bungalows with large shaded decks (some air-conditioned)
•    Swimming pool, adventure activities, and dolphin interaction
•   Three dives per day, two night dives weekly plus shore diving

Anthony’s Key Resort

Cabañas on Clark’s Cay
GUANAJA
•   4-acre island oasis with incredible seascapes from every room 
•   Seven 1 & 2-bedroom Cabañas, all with private porches
•   Common areas include club house, open-air restaurant and 

bar, infinity pool, hot tub and a meandering lazy river 
•   PADI/SSI dive partner offers 2 roomy dive boats and expert 

crews

Dunbar Rock

Turquoise Bay Dive & Beach Resort
ROATAN
•   Tropical fruit and water on all dive trips
•   Valet diving with daily gear care and individual lockers
•   PADI Five Star Instructor Development Resort
•    Protected bay perfect for snorkeling, kayaking, and 

swimming

Subway Watersports
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Belize rewards divers with an abundance of underwater 
environments ripe for discovery and rich in fish life. 
Lying just inside the world’s second-longest barrier reef 
is a string of small coastal islands known as cayes. Here, 
beaches open to critter-rich seagrass beds and coral 
heads, and it is just a short boat ride to the dramatic spur-
and-groove formations of the outer reef. Also nearby are 
encounters with sharks and rays at the Hol Chan Marine 
Reserve. Farther offshore, a trio of atolls adds steep walls, 
schooling fish and the mysterious depths of the famous 
Blue Hole. On southern reefs, seasonal fish spawns draw 
massive whale sharks. Expansive shallows between cayes 
and the mainland serve as an aquatic playground for 
kayakers, fishermen and sailors, while the rainforests and 
mountains of the interior offer Mayan ruins, jungle river 
drifts, cave tours, off-roading, hiking and more.

BELIZE

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Lighthouse, Glover’s and Turneffe atolls
• Diving into the Great Blue Hole
• Snorkeling Shark Ray Alley
• Silk Cayes Marine Reserve

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayaking the cayes
• Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve
• River cave float trips
• Exploring ancient Mayan cities
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Ramon’s Village Resort
AMBERGRIS CAYE
•   Authentic palm-thatched cabanas
•   Full-service beachfront resort
•    Dive the Belize Barrier Reef, Turneffe Elbow, and the Blue 

Hole/Lighthouse Atoll
•   PADI Five Star IDC Resort with free lockers on the pier

Ramon’s Village Resort

SunBreeze Hotel
AMBERGRIS CAYE
•    Convenient seaside resort catering to divers with pool, 

restaurant and massage studio
•   Custom boats with state-of-the art equipment
•    Daily barrier reef dives, Blue Hole/Lighthouse Reef and 

Turneffe Atoll dives, and PADI courses available

Ambergris Divers

Robert’s Grove Beach Resort
PLACENCIA
•    Located on 22 acres of white sand beach on mainland Belize
•    Easy access to barrier reef diving, tropical rainforests, and 

Mayan archaeological sites
•    Family-friendly as well as couple-friendly for weddings and 

romantic escapes

Robert’s Grove Beach Resort

Turneffe Island Resort
TURNEFFE ISLAND
•    Located 30 miles off the coast of Belize on a 14-acre private 

island with more than 70 dive sites just minutes away
•    22 beachfront guest rooms with private, screened in 

porches and amazing Caribbean views
•   Excursions to the Blue Hole, Lighthouse Reef, Half Moon Caye

Turneffe Island Resort

SunBreeze Suites
AMBERGRIS CAYE
•   20 one-bedroom oceanfront suites
•   Pool, restaurant, bar
•    Daily barrier reef dives, Blue Hole/Lighthouse Reef and 

Turneffe Atoll dives available
•   Dive certification available

Ambergris Divers W
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Belize
We fly modern G1000 glass cockpit and air-conditioned
equipped Cessna 208B Caravan aircraft. 

SERVING
11 DESTINATIONS IN BELIZE
INCLUDING AMBERGRIS CAYE, 
PLACENCIA & DANGRIGA
PLUS sightseeing flights to the Blue Hole
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The emerald waters of Costa Rica’s Gulf of Papagayo 
are a fish watcher’s delight. From flights of mantas and 
mobula rays to funnel clouds of jacks and snapper, the 
ocean teams with life. And the same submerged pinnacles 
that attract pelagics also hide a wealth of small treasures 
such as seahorses and Harlequin clown shrimp. The 
Catalina and Bat islands offers sea turtle encounters, fly-
bys from numerous species of rays, massive shoals of fish 
and chances for shark sightings. More adventure awaits 
offshore on Cocos Island, where schooling hammerheads 
take center stage, with sea lions, mantas, turtles, whale 
sharks and dolphins adding to the show. Ashore, the 
Guanacaste region is the starting point for a wide range 
of eco adventures that takes in everything from volcano 
hikes and rainforest zip-line tours to whitewater rafting 
excursions and soaks in natural mineral hot springs.

COSTA RICA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Squadrons of eagle rays at the Catalinas
• Turtle cleaning stations at Tranquilo
• Meet ups with bull sharks in the Bat Islands
• Liveaboard cruise to Cocos Island

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Sea kayaking in Papagallo Bay
• Rafting the Sarapiqui and Pacuare Rivers
• Waterfall rappelling in La Fortuna
• Tabacon thermal hot springs
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Occidental Papagayo all-inclusive
PAPAGAYO, GUANACASTE
•    All-inclusive “adults only” retreat on the untamed Pacific 

Coast with spectacular views overlooking Bahia Culebra
•   Two specialty restaurants and buffet for dining
•    Freeform pool, fitness room, tennis, daily activities and 

nightly entertainment

Rocket Frog Divers by Bill Beards

Villas Sol Hotel & Beach Resort all-inclusive
PLAYA HERMOSA, GUANACASTE
•   All-inclusive resort with views of Gulf of Papagayo
•   20 minutes from Daniel Oduber Int’l Airport (LIR)
•   Two restaurants and bars, including swim up pool bar
•   High speed boats to Catalina and Bat Islands for diving

Rocket Frog Divers by Bill Beards

CENTRAL AMERICA
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There are reefs and there is THE REEF. Australia’s Great 
Barrier Reef remains at the top of many a diver’s bucket list, 
and with good reason. Named as one of the seven wonders 
of the natural world, it is the largest coral community on 
the planet, and one of ocean’s most biologically diverse 
habitats. It’s all here, from the tiny and the exotic to the 
largest fish in the sea. Explorations of the reef can begin 
at land-based resorts in Cairns or on Heron Island, taking 
in a range of sites that feature wall dives, swim-throughs, 
expansive fields of hard corals and the dramatic formations 
known as bommies. Liveaboards give access to an even 
greater range of underwater adventures, including the 
renowned sites of the Ribbon Reefs and the Coral Sea. 
Ashore, all the natural and cultural discoveries of the Land 
Down Under await.

WELLNESSADVENTURE

AUSTRALIA

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Home to 2,500-plus species of fish 
• Giant grouper at the Cod Hole
• Diving with dwarf minke whales
• Cleaning stations on the bommies

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Fishing for 1000-pound black marlin
• Surfing on the Gold Coast
• Layovers in Sydney
• A trip into the outback
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PACIFIC

Pacific Hotel Cairns
CAIRNS
•    Located just opposite the marina terminal - primary 

departure point for Great Barrier Reef 
•   Convenient to the Esplanade’s shops and restaurants
•   Small and intimate boutique hotel with fresh water pool
•   Restaurant and bar with our own Bushfire beer

Spirit of Freedom
LIVEABOARD
•    120’ fully-equipped and stabilized liveaboard three, four, and 

seven nights to Great Barrier Reef and Coral Sea
•    Three and four night itineraries include scenic flight between 

Cairns and Lizard Island
•    Spacious ensuite cabins, easy access dive platform, top deck

Heron Island 
GREAT BARRIER REEF
•   A true coral cay, located right on the Great Barrier Reef
•    Two hour ferry transfer or 30 minutes by seaplane from 

Gladstone
•    Over 20 dive sites and beautiful corals right off the beach
•    Birdlife, turtles, fish, and colored marine life—a nature 

lover’s paradise

Tusa Dive

Heron Island Marine CentreLiveaboard Dive Options

Mike Ball Dive Expeditions
LIVEABOARD
•    3, 4 or 7 night expeditions to  Cod Hole, Great Barrier Reef & 

Coral Sea
•   MV Spoilsport, spacious &  stable twin hull catamaran design
•   Large dive deck &  photo  work station . Photo pro onboard
•    Fly Dive expeditions inc . stunning  reef views, 300 metre altitude
•   Experience: Advanced or novice divers . 2 Shark Attraction dives

Liveaboard Dive Options

Mike Ball Shark Attraction Dive
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Fiji is known as the Soft Coral Capital of the World, and a 
dive on aptly named Rainbow Reef is all that is needed to 
confirm this title. Here the currents nurture dense growths 
of alcyonaria soft corals, creating an undulating tapestry of 
life in colors ranging from ice blue and purple to yellow, pink 
and red. These waters are not only colorful, but also rich in 
marine life. Fijian waters support more than 1,500 species 
of fish, several thousand varieties of unique invertebrates 
and 400 types of coral. Divers and snorkelers will discover 
an intriguing and diverse underwater environment that 
delivers everything from critter-rich bays and sun-dappled 
shallow reefs to precipitous walls, fish-laden pinnacles, 
shark-filled lagoons, shadowed grottoes and current-swept 
channels. The Fijian Island themselves are steeped in 
natural scenic beauty, and home to some of the friendliest 
people in the world.

WELLNESSADVENTURE

FIJI

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Hunting for rare finds on coral bommies
• Drifting the Great White Wall
• Shark encounters in Beqa Lagoon
• Manta Cleaning Station on Astrolabe Reef

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Rafting and kayaking on the Navau River
• Hiking to the pools at Nawaisomo Falls 
• Kava ceremonies with village elders
• Enjoying a traditional Fijian Bobo massage
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Matava Eco Resort
KADAVU
•    Fiji’s premier eco resort designed to have minimal impact 

on the environment
•    Accessed only by boat and providing access to the sites of 

the Astrolabe Reef
•   Traditional Fijian thatched bures nestled in the rainforest
•   PADI Five Star facility with two custom dive boats

Koro Sun Resort & Rainforest Spa
SAVUSAVU
•    One of Fiji’s premiere dive and adventure resorts in 

Savusavu,  the “Soft Coral Capitol” of the world
•    Dive local sites as well as day trips to Namena Marine 

Reserve and Somosomo Strait
•   Waterfall expeditions, Salt River kayaking, and full spa

Namena Divers

Namale Resort & Spa all-inclusive
SAVUSAVU
•    Luxury all-inclusive boutique resort  offering 19 bures and 

villas situated on over 525 acres
•   PADI Five Star on site facility with experienced staff 
•    Access to two world-famous dive sites: Namena Marine 

Reserve and Somosomo Strait

Dive Namale

Qamea Resort & Spa 
QAMEA
•    Adults-only PADI Five Star dive resort north of Taveuni and 

offering day trips to Somosomo Strait
•    Exquisite dive sites include the Purple Wall, Qamea 

Freeway, Swirling Coconut, and more
•   World-class spa facility nestled under the jungle canopy

Dive Qamea

Beqa Lagoon Resort
BEQA ISLAND
•    Secluded island resort featuring 25 deluxe Fijian style villas 

and infinity pool 
•    World-class diving plus the famous Shark & Big Fish Encounter
•    Daily cultural activities including legendary Beqa Firewalkers
•    Kayaking, snorkeling, hiking, surfing and deep sea fishing
•   Gourmet dining, gift boutique and beachfront spa

Beqa Lagoon Resort Mad Fish Dive Centre

Waidroka Bay Surf & Dive Resort
CORAL COAST
•   Fiji’s greatest variety of diving in one centralized area
•   Home of the famous Beqa Lagoon Shark Dive
•   Family-owned and operated resort with welcoming staff
•   Full range of water sports, land adventures and wellness
•   Complementary breakfast buffet, seasonal locally-sourced 

menus and chances to sample traditional Fijian cuisines   

Waldroka Bay Resort
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Paradise Taveuni Resort 
TAVEUNI
•    Oceanfront property with 24-hour access to shore diving
•    Over 40 dive sites within reach including the renowned 

sites of Somosomo Strait
•   Traditional Fijian bures with modern interiors
•   Genuine Fijian hospitality and cultural experiences

Pro Dive Taveuni

Nai’a
LIVEABOARD
•   One of the South Pacific’s finest liveaboard vessels
•   120’ motorsailer yacht with nine cabins for 18 guests
•   All-inclusive, up to five dives a day and wine with dinner
•    Visiting the “Nai’a Triangle” of Lomaiviti, Bligh Water, and 

Namena Marine Reserve

Liveaboard Dive Options

Fiji Siren
LIVEABOARD
•    130’ luxury liveaboard offering seven and 10-night trips 

from Rakiraki 
•    Itineraries include the dive regions of Lomaiviti and Taveuni
•   Ensuite cabins with entertainment systems
•    Spacious dive decks, free equipment rental (except 

computers), Nitrox and free beer

Liveaboard Dive Options

Volivoli Beach Resort
RAKIRAKI, VITI LEVU
•    Family owned and operated resort on the north shore of 

Viti Levu
•   Twin queen rooms and studio villas, all with ocean views
•   Home base of the luxury liveaboard, the Fiji Siren 
•   Access to diving the famous sites of Vatu-i-ra Passage

Ra Divers

Wananavu Beach Resort
RAKIRAKI, VITI LEVU
•   Popular 5-Star Padi dive resort with world class diving & facilities
•   Valet Premiere diving with experienced local crew in famous 

Bligh Waters
•   Traditional Fijian bures with comforts of home
•   Spa, kayaking, snorkelling, cultural, waterfall, hiking tours & more

Dive Wananavu

PACIFIC



The islands that inspired Darwin now beckon divers with a 
menagerie of big animal thrills. Sitting at the crossroads of 
the Equatorial Counter Current and the colder Humboldt 
Current, the Galapagos Islands are washed by nutrient-
rich waters that harbor massive shoals of fish, and attract 
whales, sharks, dolphins, manta rays, sea lions and other 
apex predators to feast on the bounty. This is one of the 
only known places on the planet where hammerhead 
sharks school in great numbers. Against a seascape of 
dramatic volcanic formations, curious fur seals swoop in for 
a closer look at divers, while penguins and marine iguanas 
free dive the shallows in search of a meal. Liveaboard 
vessels give access to unique sites that spread across a 
50,000-acre marine preserve, but no visit to the Galapagos 
is complete without a land tour to witness the birthplace of 
the theory of evolution.

GALAPAGOS

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Whale Shark Season - late June - Oct
• Schooling hammerheads at Darwin & Wolf Island
• Penguins and playful sea lions at Bartholomew Point
• Sharks, rays and turtles at North Seymore Island
• Diving the volcanic fumaroles of Roca Redonda

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• The giant Galapagos tortoises of Los Gemelos
• Visiting the Charles Darwin Research Station
• Blue-footed booby bird colonies on Seymore Island 
• Tours of the El Trapiche cane mill and distillery
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Majestic Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•   New Galapagos diving vessel offering 7-night itineraries 

including Cabo Douglas, Wolf and Darwin Islands 
•   Eight air-conditioned cabins with window views, private 

bath and shower facilities Sundeck with hot tub
•   Two land tours offered each week

Liveaboard Dive Options

Galapagos Master
LIVEABOARD
•   Galapagos’ most eco-friendly 106’ liveaboard dive yacht 

with 8 well-appointed & modern ensuite cabins 
•   Custom-designed for avid divers and UW photographers
•   Only company offering both 7 and 10 night itineraries 

which always include Darwin and Wolf Island .

Liveaboard Dive Options

Humboldt Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•    106’ liveaboard offering seven-night itineraries including 

four days at Darwin and Wolf Islands
•   Ensuite staterooms with flat screen TV
•   Sun deck with hot tub
•    All meals and beverages (including alcohol) are included

Liveaboard Dive Options
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Galapagos Sky
LIVEABOARD
•    100 foot luxury liveaboard offering 5 - 1/2 Days diving on all 

7 night cruises, plus FREE NITROX for all new reservations
•   3 Days diving Wolf and Darwin Islands on every cruise
•   Chef prepared Ecuadorian and international cuisine
•   Dive deck with personal gear storage & fresh water showers

Liveaboard Dive Options

PACIFIC



In the heart of the Western Pacific Ocean, a trio of 
destinations deliver some of the most storied underwater 
adventures on the planet. Yap’s international claim to 
fame are the giant manta rays that appear at cleaning 
stations with near clockwork precision. Equally thrilling are 
the gatherings of gray, black and white tip reef sharks on 
offshore reefs. The floor of Chuuk Lagoon is strewn with 
a sunken Japanese fleet now shrouded in thick growths 
of coral, often sitting upright with cargo holds filled with 
relics of a time past. Palau delivers a smorgasbord of 
underwater adventures, from the swirling sea life drawn 
by the currents at Blue Corner to the shadowed chambers 
of Chandelier Cave and the unique freshwater residents 
of Jellyfish Lake. Surface intervals provide a chance to 
visit traditional villages or explore abandoned WWII 
fortifications cloaked in jungle foliage.

MICRONESIA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Watch manta rays congregate at cleaning stations
• Open-water shark encounters 
• Photo ops on the San Francisco Maru
• Flying the currents at Blue Corner

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Drift snorkeling in German Channel
• Kayaking the Rock Islands
• Yap’s three-ton stone money
• Visiting the lost city of Nan Madol
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Palau Siren
LIVEABOARD
•    Luxury liveaboard offering 7 and 10 night trips from Koror
•   Ensuite cabins with entertainment systems
•   Spacious dive decks, free equipment rental (except 

computer), nitrox and free beer
•   Satellite internet available on board
•   Offer special spawning and wreck trips

Palau Royal Resort
PALAU
•   Luxurious resort hotel surrounded by natural tropical landscape
•   157 Avant-Garde spacious rooms designed with comfort
•    10 minutes from downtown Koror / 25 minutes from the Airport
•   Newly renovated Ocean Rooms with magnificent balcony views
•   Chic function areas created for unforgettable social gatherings

See Preferred Palau Dive Operators

Ocean Hunter I & III
LIVEABOARDS
•   Owned and operated by PADI Five Star IDC Fish ‘n Fins
•    Experienced crew, exceptional service, and gourmet cuisine
•   Nitrox, Trimix, and Rebreather support available
•    Special itineraries visiting other islands such as Yap are 

also available

Liveaboard Dive Options

Liveaboard Dive Options

Manta Ray Bay Resort
YAP
•   Dedicated dive resort with 5-Star dive and photo center
•   Year-round daily manta ray and shark specialty dives
•   Mating mandarin fish dives nightly    
•   Special photography events and workshops
•   Cultural tour and activity center

Yap Divers

Palau Pacific Resort
PALAU
•   Palau’s only luxury resort located on a white sand beach
•    165 island-motif rooms on 64 acres of lush tropical gardens
•   New luxurious overwater bungalows now available
•    Consistently nominated as World’s Best Dive Resort by 

World Travel Awards

See Preferred Palau Dive Operators

Solitude One
PALAU AND PHILIPPINE LIVEABOARD
•   170’ steel-hulled completely rebuilt for liveaboard diving
•   10 ensuite cabins, spacious salon/entertainment center
•   Purpose-built digital camera room, SCUBAPRO gear rentals
•   Asian and Western cuisine, indoor and alfresco dining
•   Sun deck, hot tub, custom-built 37’ twin engine dive skiffs
•   Free use of Nautilus Lifeline devices

Liveaboard Dive Options
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Truk Master
LIVEABOARD
•   Luxury motor liveaboard offering 7 and 10 night trips
•   New Tech diving facilities on board for qualified divers
•   Spacious ensuite cabins, dive deck and facilities
•   Satellite Internet available on board   
•   Personal dive station with ample gear storage

Liveaboard Dive Options

Truk Odyssey
LIVEABOARD
•   132’ vessel with nine king or twin staterooms
•    Weekly trips are seven nights onboard with six days of 

diving, up to five dives each day with free Nitrox
•    Diving is directly from Odyssey—dive deck includes camera 

table, rinse tanks, and shower

Liveaboard Dive Options

Truk Blue Lagoon Resort
TRUK
•   Spacious and secluded resort located at the water’s edge
•    Full-service PADI dive shop located on the hotel property
•   Easy access to the best wreck diving in the world
•    Island-style restaurant offers local seafood, Pacific, and 

Asian cuisine

Blue Lagoon Dive Shop

Neco Marine
PALAU DIVE OPERATOR
• PADI Five Star Dive Resort
• Drop Off Bar & Grill

Fish ‘n Fins
PALAU DIVE OPERATOR
• PADI Five Star IDC
• Barracuda Bar & Grill
• Palau Helicopters

Sam’s Tours
PALAU DIVE OPERATOR
• PADI 5 Star Instructor Development Center
• Bottom Time Bar & Grill

Preferred Palau Dive Operators

PACIFIC
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This is one of the Pacific’s best-kept diving secrets. The 
Solomon Islands combine the marine life diversity of 
the Indo-Pacific with a dramatic range of underwater 
landscapes, and an extensive collection of historic war 
wrecks. Shallow reefs are covered in a variety of both hard 
and soft corals in almost every hue, and support parades of 
ornately colored reef fish and menageries of nudibranchs, 
shrimps and crabs. Other sites feature long lava tubes, 
caverns, walls and current-washed pinnacles where divers 
are immersed in a passing parade of sharks, big schools of 
tuna, trevally, barracuda and bumphead parrotfish. These 
islands saw ferocious fighting during World War II, and the 
Battle of Guadalcanal created Iron Bottom Sound. Here, 
an undersea graveyard for some 200 ships, 690 aircraft 
and several thousand smaller vessels has become a wreck 
diving mecca.

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Visiting the Hirokawa Maru shipwreck
• Drift dives at Uepi Point
• Passing through the steep, narrow walls of Leru Cut
• Exploring the double reef at Marovo Lagoon

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayak trips to deserted islands
• A hike to Tenaru Falls
• Reliving history at the Vilu War Museum
• Visiting a shaman in a traditional village
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Bilikiki Cruises
LIVEABOARD
•   The 125’ MV Bilikiki offers seven to 14 night itineraries
•    Variety of dive experiences including reef and historic 

World War II wreck dives-up to five dives a day
•   Visits to local villages included on every trip

Liveaboard Dive Options

Uepi Island Resort
MAROVO LAGOON
•   Located on a barrier reef island of Marovo Lagoon
•    Only 10 rooms or bungalows, several within just yards of 

the beach 
•   Dive sheer walls, shallow reefs, and historic wrecks
•    Cultural tours, waterfall hikes, kayaking, fishing, and more

Uepi Island Resort

Solomons PNG Master
LIVEABOARD
•   7 - 10-night itineraries seriving both the Solomons & PNG
•    Designed for avid divers and underwater photographers
•   Spacious ensuite cabins, huge dive deck
•   Cultural and historical tours offered on every trip
•   Nautilus lifelines, SMBs and reef hooks provided

Liveaboard Dive Options
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If you like sharks, the Islands of Tahiti are for you. In the 
waters surrounding Tahiti and other members of the island 
group, shark encounters are common, but not threatening. 
Whitetips and blacktips are often joined by lemon sharks 
on coral heads within lagoons, while channels leading 
to the open ocean draw swarms of gray reefs, silky, 
bulls, hammerheads, silver tips and more. These same 
spectacularly clear waters offer more big animal thrills, 
including sightings of manta rays, dolphins, sea turtles 
and swirling schools of jacks, tuna and barracuda. Divers 
less interested in the ocean’s apex predators will also find 
sheltered coral gardens within the lagoons, where rays and 
reef fish are the norm. As a bonus, all of these experiences 
take place on some of the most scenic islands in the world.

THE ISLANDS 
OF TAHITI

WELLNESSADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Open water shark encounters at Tiki Point
• Electrifying drift dives through Tiputa Pass
• Following roving Napoleon wrasse at Miri Miri
• Easy immersions in fish-filled lagoons

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Boat trips to pristine uninhabited islands
• SUP paddles to Moorea’s submerged tikis
• Hiking Bora Bora’s Valley of the Kings
• Offroading to the top of Magic Mountain
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InterContinental Resorts
BORA BORA-MOOREA-TAHITI
•    Locations throughout the islands (two in Bora Bora) for 

easy island-hopping
•    Amenities include spas, restaurants, watersports, and more
•    Accommodations range from garden view to spectacular 

overwater bungalows

Sofitel Moorea Ia Ora Beach Resort
MOOREA
•   Spectacular views over lagoon and across the channel
•    Luxuriously appointed, spacious bungalows among 

gardens or overwater
•    Private but still convenient—close to airport, ferry landing, 

restaurants, and shops

TOPDIVE Dive Centers

Ia Ora Diving

Hotel Maitai Polynesia 
BORA BORA
•   Located near scenic Matira Point with spectacular views
•   Garden view rooms and overwater bungalows
•    Two restaurants including French/Tahitian cuisine or 

beachside dining
•    Free transfers for divers between hotel and dive operation

Bora Bora Pearl Resort & Spa
BORA BORA
•    Designed with a profound respect for the Polynesian culture
•   Located in Tahiti’s most beautiful dive region
•    Amenities include restaurants, stunning pools, beaches, 

spas, and more
•   TOPDIVE Dive Center on site 

TOPDIVE Bora BoraTOPDIVE Bora Bora

French Polynesia Master
LIVEABOARD
•    Luxury motor yacht liveaboard offering 7 and 10 night 

itineraries through the Tuamotu Islands
•   Spacious ensuite cabins, dive deck and facilities
•    5-to-1dive ratio provides exceptional small group diving
•   Offering 2 new itineraries: Fakarava & UNESCO Biosphere 

Reserve, and the exclusive Marquesas Islands .

Manava Beach Resort & Spa Moorea
MOOREA
•    Charming boutique hotel featuring 90 rooms & bungalows
•    All bungalows offer a direct access to the lagoon while 

premium bungalows offer direct access to the house reef
•   Restaurant and bar serving Polynesian style cuisine
•    Manea Spa offers traditional Polynesian massage with 

100% natural products

Liveaboard Dive Options TOPDIVE Dive Centers
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Hotel Maitai Rangiroa
RANGIROA
•    36 Polynesian-style bungalows situated amid exotic 

gardens and coconut palms
•   Lagoon front pool and beach areas
•    Restaurant & bar serving Tahitian and international cuisine
•    Free transfers are available between hotel and dive shop

The Six Passengers / TOPDIVE Rangiroa

Hotel Kia Ora Resort & Spa
RANGIROA
•   Rangiroa’s premiere four-star luxury resort
•   Located close to Rangiroa’s phenomenal Tiputa Pass 
•    Drift snorkeling, shark feeding, dolphin watching, fishing, 

and bike rentals
•   Gourmet restaurant, infinity pool, and luxurious spa

TOPDIVE Rangiroa

Havaiki Lodge
FAKARAVA
•    Tahitian style bungalows in an idyllic beachfront location, 

most with air-conditioning
•    Active pearl farm and boutique with custom-designed jewelry
•    Beach and snack bar plus indoor restaurant/bar and 

fitness center available

TOPDIVE Fakarava
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The waters of Indonesia are at the epicenter of marine 
biodiversity, and the numbers are impressive: 13,000 
islands stretch across a 3,000-mile swath of ocean, with 
thousands of square miles of coral reefs that are home to 
more than 3,000-plus species of fish, 500 varieties of hard 
and soft coral and thousands of enigmatic invertebrates. 
From the weird and wonderful critters in Lembeh Strait to 
the graceful mantas and coral spires of Komodo, the rich 
coral gardens of Raja Ampat and the dramatic walls and 
reefs of Wakatobi, the diving in Indonesia is some of the 
best in the world. Few places on the planet are as varied, 
and as packed with interesting and unusual marine life. Fish 
watchers and photographers can fill logbooks and image 
cards with encounters with the likes of wunderpus, mimic 
octopus, flamboyant cuttlefish, mating mandarinfish, 
pygmy seahorses, harlequin shrimp and ornate ghost 
pipefish and a whole lot more. 

INDONESIA

WELLNESSADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Sharks and big fish on the pinnacles at Komodo
• Unique finds in muck-bottomed bays
• Walls at Wakatobi that rise almost to the surface
• Witnessing the courtship dance of the mandarinfish

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayak tours through coastal mangrove mazes
• Real-life dragons at Komodo National Park
• Traditional Indonesian massage 
• Warm welcomes at traditional villages
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Wakatobi Resort 
SOUTHEAST SULAWESI
•   Located in the world-famous Wakatobi Islands
•   Villas & Ocean Bungalows with spectacular ocean views
•    Gourmet dining experience with care to those with special 

dietary needs
•   Spa facility, highly personalized services

Wakatobi Resort

Pelagian
LIVEABOARD
•   115’ luxury liveaboard accommodating max 10 guests
•   Experienced crew of 12 and state-of-the-art diving
•   Spacious, climate controlled camera room for 

photographers
•   Varied diving experiences from reef to muck diving in 

Buton Island

Liveaboard Dive Options

Mermaid Liveabards
LIVEABOARD
•   Affordable hotel style luxury on board stable steel vessels 

with spacious dive and relaxation decks 
•   Diving Raja Ampat, Komodo, Biodiversity specials
•   5 star service, delicious food and spa service
•   Fun, professional crew ~ 1 guide to 4 guests ratio 

Liveaboard Dive Options
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Arenui
LIVEABOARD
•   140’ classic sailing vessel visiting Indonesia’s top dive regions
•    The convenience of a liveaboard with the artistic touches 

and comforts of a boutique hotel
•   3-to-1 client-to-guide ratio and personalized service
•   Gourmet food and spa 

Liveaboard Dive Options

EXOTIC
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Dewi Nusantara
LIVEABOARD
•   190’ of liveaboard luxury accommodating max 18 divers
•   Itineraries include Raja Ampat, Komodo, Sulawesi
•    Professional and experienced crew offering 

state-of-the-art diving
•   Well equipped for photographers with spacious camera 

room

Indo Siren
LIVEABOARD
•   130’ phinisi liveaboard custom designed for diving
•    Itineraries include Raja Ampat and Komodo National Park
•    Spacious dive decks, free gear rental (except computers)
•   Laundry and massage service available
•   Custom-designed & equipped for underwater photographers .

Liveaboard Dive Options

Dive Damai
LIVEABOARD
•    Two stunning vessels, Damai I and Damai II, catering to 

small groups
•   All-inclusive services and a 4-to-1 guide ratio
•   A wide variety of unique trip itineraries
•   Visiting the most biodiverse regions on the planet

Liveaboard Dive Options Liveaboard Dive Options

Raja Manta Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•   Newest Destination for Explorer Ventures
•   Offering itineraries in Ambon, Banda Sea, Forgotten 

Islands, Raja Ampat and Sangalaki
•   121-foot steel hull vessel accommodating up to 22 divers
•   Sun deck with shaded and full-sun area

Blue Manta Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•   Newest Destination for Explorer Ventures
•   Exploring Ambon, Banda Sea, Forgotten Islands, Komodo 

and Raja Ampat
•   148-foot steel hull vessel accommodating up to 22 divers
•   Free 24-hour satellite internet

Liveaboard Dive Options

Liveaboard Dive Options

Alami Alor Dive Resort
ALOR ISLAND
•    Intimate new boutique dive resort in southeastern Indonesia
•    Unlimited shore diving / great muck diving on the house reef 
•   Up to three boat dives per day to pristine reefs minutes away 
•   Indonesian, Asian & international cuisine - all meals included
•   High level of service, hospitality and sustainable tourism

On Site Dive Shop
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Kungkungan Bay Resort 
NORTH SULAWESI
•   Located right on world-famous Lembeh Strait
•   All villas offer views of Lembeh Strait
•    Overwater dining offering Western and Indonesia cuisine
•   Spa facility also overlooks scenic Lembeh Strait

Lembeh Resort / Critters@Lembeh 
NORTH SULAWESI
•   Traveler Choice Award # 1 resort seven years running
•   Only full time Photo Pro & Photo Center in Lembeh Strait
•   Marine Biologist and Photo Pro Trained Dive Guides
•   Infinity pool, ocean view rooms, exquisite dining
•   Exclusive Cliffside Suite with private pool and butler service

Dive into Lembeh 
NORTH SULAWESI
•    A true macro photographer’s paradise - famous for muck diving
•    Two famous dive sites are the house reef, hairball and aw 

shucks
•    Sea view bungalows have a/c, mini bar and a water dispenser
•   Stunning views of Lembeh Strait from the fire pit hangout area

Siladen Resort & Spa
NORTH SULAWESI
•    Located on an island within Bunaken National Marine Park
•   Boutique resort with 16 air-conditioned villas
•    Up to four dives per day with a one guide to every four 

guests ratio
•   Also offering day trips to Bangka and Lembeh Strait

Kungkungan Bay Resort

Critters@Lembeh Resort

Dive into Lembeh

Siladen Resort & Spa

Murex Dive Resorts
NORTH SULAWESI
•    Passport to Paradise – Bunaken, Bangka & Lembeh
•   Combine destinations with one operator
•   Boat diving transfers from resort to resort
•   Exceptional service & experienced guides

Murex Dive Resorts

Gangga Island Resort & Spa
NORTH SULAWESI
•    Tropical island dive resort only 15 minutes from mainland
•   Bungalows and infinity pool overlook white sand beach
•    Dive the local sites of Bangka Island as well as day trips to 

Lembeh Strait and Bunaken National Marine Park
•    Gangga Divers is a PADI Project Aware Go ECO operator

Gangga Divers
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Near the northwestern corner of Borneo, the small islands 
of Mabul and Kapalai are the gateway to spectacular diving. 
Top of the list is the nearby Sipadan Island Marine Reserve, 
where coral-covered walls rise 2,000 feet from the sea floor 
to attract vast numbers of green and hawksbill turtles, 
massive schools of barracuda and jacks, and a range of 
pelagic visitors such as mantas, hammerheads and the 
occasional whale shark. Mabul itself is a muck diving mecca, 
known for its extensive invertebrate population. Kapalai’s 
shallows hold an equally intriguing mix of muck and coral 
reef species, along with a unique water village where 
divers can witness mandarinfish among the pilings. Other 
attractions include the coral-covered drop offs, slopes and 
plateaus of Tun Sakaran Marine Park, and Layang Layang 
atoll, which is one of the few places in the world where 
divers can see schooling hammerheads.

MALAYSIA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Sharks, rays and turtles at Sipadan
• Huge schools of chevron and blackfin barracuda
• Tiny finds like hairy squat lobsters and porcelain crabs
• Nightly courtship displays at Mandarin Valley

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Whitewater rafting on the Padas River
• Orangutans & proboscis monkeys in the Danum Valley
• Crocodile spotting cruises on the Kinabatangan River
• Trekking on Mount Kinabalu
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Sipadan Water Village Resort
MABUL
•   Over-the-water bungalows, some with air-conditioning
•   Easy access to sites in Mabul, Kapalai, and Sipadan
•   Diverse diving from macro to wide angle
•   Asian and Continental cuisine

Sipadan Water Village

Borneo Divers Mabul Resort 
MABUL
•   Air-conditioned chalets, all with view of the ocean
•   Freshwater swimming pool
•   Beachside massage station
•   Easy access to both shore and boat diving
•   Experienced dive guides point out unusual creatures

Borneo Divers

Sipadan Kapalai Dive Resort 
KAPALAI
•   Water chalets on the sand banks of Ligitan Reefs
•   Convenient to nearby Sipadan Island and Mabul
•   Surrounded by spectacular macro life on house reef
•   Spectacular sunsets to celebrate the dive day

Sipadan Kapalai Dive Resort
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The Maldives is a nation of coral reefs. Scattered across 
35,000 square miles of the Indian Ocean are 26 atolls 
adorned with more than 1,200 coral-ringed islands. These 
waters offer a lifetime of possibilities and underwater 
adventures for divers of all abilities and interests. Reefs are 
home to more than 1,500 species of fish and 300 varieties 
of corals within protective barrier reefs, creating relaxing 
conditions for shallow dives. Channels through the reefs 
ebb and flow with the tides, luring sharks, manta rays and 
other apex predators to feast on the ocean’s bounty. Outside 
the atolls, there are fish-laden pinnacles and adrenaline-
pumping drifts along steep walls where whale sharks feed 
on plankton carried by the life-giving currents. Divers can 
choose between luxury liveaboard boats and idyllic resorts 
on small islands, many with rooms that perch directly over 
the water.

MALDIVES

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Shallow reefs beginning right off the beach
• Reef sharks in the passes at Gaafu Atoll
• Whale sharks at Ari and Thaa Atolls
• Manta cleaning station on North Malé

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• SUP tours in calm, air-clear water
• Surfing the Cinnamon Dhoveli break
• Massage treatments on an over-water pavilion
• Traditional Bodu Beru dance performances
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Kuredu Island Resort & Spa
LHAVIYANI ATOLL
•   Over 50 nearby dive sites for beginner to advanced divers 
•    Beautiful coral reefs, big fish action, fast drift dives and 

relaxed macro sites
•   Photography and rebreather friendly, free Nitrox
•   Scooter diving and fluorescent night dives

Providers Kuredu

Carpe Vita Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•   Explorer Ventures 125’ luxury liveaboard
•    Offering seven and 10 night itineraries to North and 

Central Maldives
•   20 guests in 10 luxurious, spacious staterooms
•   Sun deck with shaded area and hot tub

Carpe Novo Explorer
LIVEABOARD
•   Sleek 140-ft safari liveaboard dive yacht offering 12 air-

conditioned staterooms (22 passengers total) with private 
bathroom and shower

•   7 & 10 night itineraries to North, South & Central Maldives
•   Sun deck with shaded and full-sun area

Komandoo Island Resort & Spa
LHAVIYANI ATOLL
•   Beach and water villas—some with private hot tubs
•   Nearly 50 dive sites between 10 to 60 minutes of resort
•   Located in an area famous for its abundant marine life
•   Photography and rebreather friendly, free Nitrox
•   Popular honeymoon destination with amazing spa facility

Prodivers KomandooLiveaboard Liveaboard
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This is diving’s last frontier, a wild land surrounded by a 
sea of possibilities. Papua New Guinea is known as the 
birthplace of muck diving, and Milne Bay remains one of 
the premier locations on the planet to seek out cryptic 
critters. But there is much more to discover. Kimbe Bay 
is home to more than half of the world’s varieties of coral, 
and more than 900 species of fish. Rabaul offers towering 
walls and electrifying drift dives along ancient volcanic 
formations. The fjords of Cape Nelson hold forgotten WWII 
wrecks now overgrown in riotous growths of soft coral. 
Near Port Moresby, Lolota Island gives immediate access 
to the Papuan Barrier Reef for walls, drift dives and a trio 
of wrecks. Above the water, Papua New Guinea provides 
adventurous travelers with a chance to immerse in colorful 
traditional cultures and trek through pristine jungles.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

ADVENTURE

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Giant sea fans and Technicolor sponges
• Sharks and tuna shoals on volcanic pinnacles
• Thousands of species of invertebrates
• War wrecks of Hansa Bay

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Exploring fjord country by kayak
• Trekking on the Kokoda Trail
• Overnight stays in traditional villages
• Birding watching on Lake Murray
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Tufi Dive Resort 
TUFI
•   A hidden oasis nestled atop a breath-taking fjord
•    Offering diving, land excursions, fishing, cultural excursions 

and water sports
•   Transfer time to resort is minimal
•   Providing sustainable income to locals

Tufi Dive Resort

Walindi Plantation Resort
KIMBE BAY
•    Beachfront bungalows and plantation house rooms nestled 

in tropical rainforest gardens
•   Meals included, fresh produce/seafood with Asian influence
•   Friendly dive staff and custom-built dive vessels
•   Dive experiences available for all levels of divers

MV FeBrina
LIVEABOARD
•    Iconic liveaboard attracting loyal repeat customers since 1991
•   Itineraries include North Coast New Britain, South Coast 

New Britain and Walindi to Rabau
•   Experienced and talented critter-spotting crew
•   Varied gourmet menus, plentiful snacks

Walindi Plantation Liveaboard Dive Options

Tawali Resort 
MILNE BAY
•   Premier dive resort offering easy access to 60 dive sites
•   Deluxe bungalow accommodations, restaurant, bar, pool
•   Range of cultural, adventure and nature-based day tours
•   Friendly, professional dive guides and a great house reef 
•   All meals included, prepared with fresh with local produce

Tawali Resort
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From the tiny and hidden to the biggest fish in the sea, 
the Philippines delivers an extraordinary variety of marine 
life, along with a remarkably diverse range of diving 
environments. Macro enthusiasts will find acres of fecund 
bottom to search for photogenic treasures such as harlequin 
ghost pipefish, flying gurnards and lacey rhinopias. Colorful 
tropicals flit through groves of massive table corals that thrive 
in the protected waters of marine parks. Offshore slopes, 
walls and pinnacles provide dramatic settings for drifts with 
schooling fish, while sheltered bays deliver relaxing second 
dives and exciting night excursions. Big animal encounters 
include turtles and sharks, plus consistent interactions with 
whale sharks, and one of the world’s only opportunities 
to interact with the thresher shark. Ashore, the warm and 
inviting culture of the Philippines creates a welcoming 
environment where visitors are treated like family.

Signature Underwater Attractions & Experiences
• Rare species sightings during muck dives
• Encounters with green turtles at Apo Island 
• Whale shark encounters at Oslob
• Thresher sharks encounters at Malapascua Island

Land Attractions & Water Sports
• Kayaking Puerto Gallera’s mangrove lagoons
• Firefly watching on a Loboc River cruise
• Bohol’s Chocolate Hills and the Lamanok Caves
• A visit to Dumaguete’s Malatapay Market

PHILIPPINES

WELLNESSADVENTURE
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Aiyanar Beach & Dive Resort
ANILAO
•    Located in macro critter hotspots just 2 ½ hours from Manila 
•   24 ocean view rooms, suites and casitas
•   Full-service dive center with state-of-the-art gear
•   Private boats with a private dive guide ratio of 6:1 maximum 
•   Full camera room with space for 18 full DSLR camera rigs

Aiyanar Beach & Dive Resort

Magic Oceans Dive Resort
ANDA, BOHOL
•   Newly constructed 16-room, 5* IDC dive resort 
•   Fresh water pool, restaurant/bar and massage services 
•   House reef available 24/7 for easy shore diving 
•    Up to four boat dives a day to sites within 40 minutes of 

the resort
•   Trips to Camiguin for muck diving, South Leyte for whale sharks 

Magic Oceans Dive Resort

Atlantis Dive Resort Dumaguete 
DUMAGUETE
•   40 deluxe rooms and suites with meals and diving included
•    Relaxed first-class eco-resort located beachfront among 

several marine sanctuaries
•    Chef prepared meals, valet diving with local guides, spa 

treatments, and local tours are offered

Atlantis Dive Resort Dumaguete

Atmosphere Resorts & Spa
DUMAGUETE
•   Luxury accommodation in four spacious room types
•   Fine dining with half/full board meal plan, great service 
•   Whale sharks, world class macro and reef wall diving
•   Unlimited diving, free nitrox and spectacular house reef
•   Full-service luxury spa, yoga classes and kids club

Atmosphere Resorts & Spa

Pura Vida Beach & Dive Resort
DUMAGUETE
•   Spacious resort with pool, beach, restaurant, bar and spa 
•   High-end accommodations available at adjacent Vida Homes 
•   World-class macro and night dives
•   Day trips to famous Apo Island and Oslob for whalesharks 
•   Island-hopping with other Sea Explorers’ destinations

Sea Explorers

Magic Island Dive Resort
MOALBOAL
•   Oceanfront resort with 24/7 access to excellent house reef
•    Up to four boat dives per day to sites within 25 minutes of 

resort
•   Mandarin fish, muck, and night dives also available
•   Freshwater pool, bar/restaurant, and spa

Magic Island Dive Resort
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Atlantis Azores
LIVEABOARD
•   Ensuite staterooms for 16 divers; plenty of storage
•   Three varied itineraries to top destinations
•   High level of service, gourmet meals, and world-class diving
•    Vacations include accommodations, meals, drinks, and up 

to five dives per day (with night dives)

Liveaboard Dive Options

Philippine Siren
LIVEABOARD
•   130’ liveaboard with cruises to Tubbataha & South Visayas
•    Spacious dive deck, free nitrox and gear rental (except 

computers) 
•    Ensuite cabins with entertainment systems and ample storage
•   Massage and laundry service available

Liveaboard Dive Options

Atlantis Dive Resort Puerto Galera 
PUERTO GALERA
•   40 deluxe rooms, family rooms, and executive suites
•    Experience some of the greatest biodiversity of marine life 

on Earth
•   40 world-class dive sites within 10 minutes
•   Diving and meals included at this beachfront resort

Atlantis Dive Resort Puerto Galera

El Galleon Dive Resort
PUERTO GALERA
•   Well known dive resort on Small Lalaguna Beach
•   Ocean front resort/restaurant with 30 rooms
•   Private pier for easy access to dive boats and sunbathing
•   Offers great value in a world class dive destination

Asia Divers

Turtle Bay Dive Resort
MOALBOAL
•    Chill out between dives around the lagoon pool, in the lush 

gardens, or the spa
•    Divemasters know where to find all fish and critters from 

pygmy sea horses to sea turtles
•   Only four guests per each experienced, local dive master

Turtle Bay Dive Center
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The Philippines has it all!
From the rarest invertebrates to the ocean’s most awe-inspiring 

pelagics, the waters of the Philippines are one of the planet’s 
most bio-diverse tropical ocean destinations. The Philippines 
reef ecosystems are home to 90 percent of all coral species 

along with thousands of other varieties of marine life. This nation 
of more than 7,000 islands offers true diving diversity, from 

relaxing shore dives to exciting walls, thrilling drifts and wrecks 
for both the novice to technical trained. Clear waters and a 
wealth of colorful unexpected critters make it a underwater 

photographers Mecca, while easy access and full-service resorts 
create an ideal setting for dive vacations of every level.

Diving with whale sharks. 
Photo by: Walt Stearns

caradonna.com/divephilippines

https://www.caradonna.com/dive/exotic/diving-philippines


THIS DOCUMENT CREATES A CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ROSE POINT HOLDINGS, INC., AND 
YOU, THE “CUSTOMER.” AFTER READING THIS ENTIRE CUSTOMER AGREEMENT (THE “AGREEMENT”), IN ORDER 
FOR YOUR DIVE TRAVEL PACKAGE (“VACATION PACKAGE” OR “TRIP”) RESERVATION TO BE COMPLETED, YOU 
MUST INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOUND IN THIS AGREEMENT EITHER BY 
ACCEPTING THEM ONLINE OR BY SIGNING AND SUBMITTING A PAYMENT.

PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT: Rose Point Holdings, Inc. D/B/A Caradonna Dive Adventures, Cayman Express, 
United Vacations, Delta Vacations, PADI Travel Network or any other Trade/Business Name (herein referred 
to as “CDA,” “we,” “our,” or “us”) has arranged the Dive Travel Package described within this brochure. The 
traveler (herein referred to as “Customer,” “I,” “you,” or “your”) who has reserved a Dive Travel Package 
as described in this brochure/flier/website/invoice/ confirmation and who intends to participate in the 
Dive Travel Package so reserved and by such participation and payment as provided for in this Customer 
Agreement (“Customer Agreement” or “Agreement”) hereby agrees to be bound by and subject to the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

BOOKING PROCEDURES: To make a booking you must acknowledge acceptance of the Customer Agreement 
in the manner provided for on our website and pay a deposit of US $200.00 per person or more as required 
by supplier. We will then invoice you for the remainder of the cost, which you must pay no later than 60 
days before departure. If you book less than 60 days before departure, full payment must be made on 
booking by certified check or credit card. The booking is not accepted and no contract exists until the date 
shown on the confirmation issued by CDA. Bookings made over the telephone, by email, or by credit card 
more than 60 days before departure will not be deemed accepted until we have received your acceptance 
of the Customer Agreement in the manner provided for on our website or a payment which constitutes 
agreement to the terms and conditions. If you do not pay the balance of your Dive Travel Package cost 
within 60 days of departure, your booking will be terminated and you will lose your deposit. A fee of US 
$25.00 will be added to the Dive Travel Package price for the second and subsequent revisions. In addition, 
a fee of US $25.00 per person will be charged should a new set of travel documents be required because 
of any revision. Bookings made within 30 days or less prior to departure will be subject to a US $25.00 
non-refundable fee to cover administration costs and express delivery of documents. We reserve the right 
to refuse a reservation made by: (i) a person under the age of eighteen (18) without the written consent 
of a parent or legal guardian first having been obtained, and (ii) a person not certified by an internationally 
recognized SCUBA diving certification association, acceptable to us. No charge will be made for the first 
revision to any booking. 

CANCELLATION PROCEDURES: Notification of cancellation must be made to CDA in writing. If you cancel 
your Dive Travel Package booking, the following cancellation charges will be made: (i) Written notification 
of cancellation received at our offices between 60 and 45 days before departure, $100.00 per person; (ii) 
Written notification of cancellation received at our offices between 45 and 30 days before departure: 
$200.00 per person; (iii) Written notification of cancellation received at our offices less than 30 days before 
departure (or failure to join the Trip): 100% of the Dive Travel Package cost; (iv) These fees are in addition 
to any vendor fee that may be assessed, (up to 100%). 

CDA STRONGLY ADVISES YOU TO PURCHASE TRAVEL/BAGGAGE AND TRAVEL CANCELLATION INSURANCE. 

ACCURACY OF INFORMATION: The information contained in our brochure, pricing documentation and on our 
website is correct to the best of our belief, but we accept no liability for any inaccuracies contained therein. 
Any information or advice provided by us on matters such as permits, visas, vaccinations, climate, clothing, 
baggage, special equipment, etc. is given in good faith but without responsibility on our part, and you accept 
responsibility for obtaining any necessary visas and travel documents required for the Dive Travel Package. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Any flights forming part of the Dive Travel Package arrangements are subject to the 
conditions of the carrying airline, which in most cases limit the airline’s liability to the passenger in 
accordance with international law and conventions. Any likeness or image of you secured or taken during 
your participation in a Trip may be used by us without charge in all media (whether now existing or in 
the future invented) for promotional or marketing purposes, including without limitation promotional 
materials of any kind, such as brochures, slides, video shows and the internet. By accepting the Customer 
Agreement, you agree that, if necessary, we may pass your contact details and numbers to any third party 
connected with the operation of the specific Dive Travel Package which you have booked. This information 
will not be used for any other purpose by the third party, nor will it be passed to any other parties. Please 
note that international airlines are required by applicable laws to give border control agencies access to 
passenger data. Accordingly any information we hold about you and your travel arrangements may be 
disclosed to the customs and immigration authorities of any country in your itinerary or to which you may 

be diverted. This Customer Agreement may only be waived or amended by written mutual consent. When 
you accept this Customer Agreement, you agree with all these conditions. 

DOCUMENTATION: You must carry valid proof of citizenship and proper identification (current Passport). If you 
are traveling with children, some countries require specific travel permissions from both birth parents. Since 
proof varies with each country, contact our office about your specific destination. All persons on Dive Travel 
Packages must have a current, valid scuba certification card issued by an internationally recognized SCUBA 
diving certification association acceptable to CDA. Without proper identification, a passport and necessary 
visas, you will not be permitted to depart. It is your responsibility to verify your necessary travel documents. 

BAGGAGE: Airline baggage fees are additional and collected by the carrier upon check in for your flights. 
Please see http://www.caradonna.com/baggage.aspx for the latest baggage charges.

RISKS AND WARNINGS: For information regarding possible dangers at international destinations, contact 
the Travel Advisory Section of the US State Department, (202) 647-5225, http://travel.state.gov/travel/
cis_pa_tw/tw/tw_1764.html. For medical information, contact the Center for Disease Control, (404)332-
4559, www.cdc.gov/travel. 

ARBITRATION: You agree that any dispute concerning, relating or referring to this Agreement, the brochure/
flier/website/invoice or any other literature concerning your Trip, the Trip itself or any claim for damages 
due to injury or death which occurs during or in connection with the Trip shall be resolved exclusively 
by binding arbitration according to the then existing rules of the American Arbitration Association in 
an arbitration conducted in Redmond, WA, U.S.A. Such proceedings will be governed by substantive 
Washington law. The dispute will be resolved by a single arbitrator who must be a lawyer admitted to 
practice in the courts of at least one state in the United States and have a minimum of fifteen years 
of experience in civil litigation. The arbitrator so described will be selected by the American Arbitration 
Association. Each party to the dispute shall have the right on a single occasion to veto the designation of an 
arbitrator so selected. There will be judicial review of the arbitrator’s decision if either side can show plain 
error in the application of law or be able to show an abuse of discretion with respect to factual findings. 
The parties waive the right to rely on any state law or statute which creates an exception to enforcement of 
the requirement that disputes be resolved pursuant to arbitration in the manner set forth herein. 

WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL: IN CONNECTION WITH ANY ACTION OR LEGAL PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF THIS 
AGREEMENT, THE PARTIES HEREBY SPECIFICALLY AND KNOWINGLY WAIVE ANY RIGHTS THAT EITHER PARTY 
MIGHT HAVE TO DEMAND A JURY TRIAL. 

EXCLUSIVE GOVERNING LAW AND EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION: THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY ACTIONS AND 
PROCEEDINGS BROUGHT HEREUNDER SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, 
WITHOUT REGARD TO CONFLICTS OF LAWS PRINCIPLES. IF THE RIGHT TO SEEK ARBITRATION IS FOR ANY 
REASON WAIVED BY BOTH PARTIES, OR IF JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ANY ARBITRATION DECISION IS SOUGHT, ANY 
ACTION OR LEGAL PROCEEDING TO ENFORCE ANY PROVISION HEREOF, OR BASED ON ANY RIGHT ARISING 
OUT OF, THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE BROUGHT EXCLUSIVELY IN THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA, OR, 
IF IT HAS OR CAN ACQUIRE JURISDICTION, IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF 
WASHINGTON, AND ALL OF THE PARTIES HERETO HEREBY CONSENT TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF 
SUCH COURTS AND OF THE APPROPRIATE APPELLATE COURTS IN ANY SUCH ACTION OR LEGAL PROCEEDING 
AND WAIVE ANY OBJECTION TO VENUE OR JURISDICTION IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. 

SEVERABILITY: The invalidity or unenforceability of any part of this Agreement, or the invalidity of its 
application to a specific situation or circumstance, shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this 
Agreement, or its application to other situations or circumstances. Any provision of this Agreement held 
invalid or unenforceable only in part or degree will remain in full force and effect to the extent not held 
invalid or unenforceable. 

WAIVER: Any failure by either party at any time, or from time to time, to enforce or to require the strict 
keeping and performance of any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver 
of any such terms or conditions and shall not affect or impair such terms and conditions in any way or the 
right of such party at any time to avail itself of such remedies as it has for the breach or breaches of such 
terms and conditions. 

CONFLICT: In the event of any inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this document and any terms 
or conditions otherwise applicable to the trip, the terms of this document shall prevail. 

EXCLUSIVITY: Except as otherwise expressly provided to the contrary, the rights herein granted and 
this Agreement are for the benefit of the parties hereto. The terms and conditions of this Agreement 

shall be exclusive of any advertising, marketing or other sales literature or activities of CDA and nothing 
contained in any of such materials shall be construed to create any rights as a result of or in connection 
with this Agreement. 

RESPONSIBILITY: YOU UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS INCLUDED IN THIS 
TRIP ARE MADE ON YOUR BEHALF UPON THE EXPRESS CONDITION THAT NEITHER CDA NOR ITS OWNER, 
DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES AGENTS, CONTRACTORS OR SUBCONTRACTORS SHALL BE LIABLE OR 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY NEGLIGENT OR WILLFUL ACT OR FAILURE TO ACT OF ANY THIRD PARTY, SUCH AS 
OPERATORS OF AIRCRAFT, TRAINS, MOTORCOACHES, PRIVATE CARS, CRUISE VESSELS, BOATS, SHIPS OR 
ANY OTHER CONVEYANCE, HOTELS, SIGHTSEEING EXCURSIONS, LOCAL GROUND HANDLING, ETC. WHICH 
ARE TO OR DO SUPPLY ANY GOODS OR SERVICES FOR YOUR TRIP. YOU FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT CDA 
NEITHER OWNS NOR OPERATES SUCH THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS AND ACCORDINGLY AGREE TO SEEK REMEDIES 
DIRECTLY AND ONLY AGAINST THOSE SUPPLIERS AND NOT HOLD CDA RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR ACTS OR 
OMISSIONS. WITHOUT LIMITATION, CDA IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY NEGLIGENT OR WILLFUL ACTS OF 
OTHERS OR FOR ACTS OF GOD OR FORCE MAJEURE, WEATHER EMERGENCIES, BREAKDOWN, OR FAILURE OF 
DIVING OR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, GOVERNMENT ACTIONS, INCLEMENT WEATHER, SICKNESS, ATTACKS 
BY ANIMALS, AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAL CARE OR THE ADEQUACY OF THE SAME, CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 
OF ANY KIND, TERRORISM, WAR, CIVIL DISTURBANCE, SANITARY CONDITIONS, QUALITY OR SANITATION 
OF FOOD, QUARANTINE, CUSTOMS REGULATIONS, EPIDEMICS, STRIKES, HOTEL OVERBOOKING, SAFETY 
AND/OR SECURITY STANDARDS AT HOTELS OR OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS, ANY PROBLEMS OR INJURIES 
WHATSOEVER ARISING FROM SWIMMING OR SCUBA DIVING OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON BEYOND THE 
CONTROL OF CDA, AND YOU UNDERSTAND, AGREE WITH, AND AGREE TO BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THE TERMS 
OF THE RELEASE AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY SET FORTH HEREIN. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK: I understand and acknowledge that my travel in connection with and 
participation in the Dive Travel Package arranged at my request by CDA may involve risk and potential 
exposure to injury and possibly death. I specifically acknowledge and recognize the potential for injury and 
death which can result from swimming or SCUBA diving, including the malfunction of dive equipment, 
the natural environment, animal or sea life, currents and other changing conditions, decompression 
sickness, embolism or other hyperbaric injuries. I realize and acknowledge that diving with compressed 
air, Nitrox, tri-mix, or other gases involves certain risks and requires specific training. I certify that I have 
been properly trained for the breathing mixture(s) I will use and understand the risks involved. I also 
realize and acknowledge that risk and dangers may be caused by the negligence of the owner, directors, 
employees, contractors, subcontractors, officers or agents of CDA or the negligence or participation of 
other participants, contractors and/or subcontractors to CDA. I also recognize and acknowledge that risk 
and dangers may arise from foreseeable and unforeseeable causes, including weather and other acts of 
nature. I fully understand and acknowledge that the aforementioned risks, dangers and hazards are a 
potential in connection with recreational activities which may take place during my Trip. 

EXPRESS ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY: In recognition of the inherent risk of the travels and 
related activities in which I am intending to engage, I confirm that I am physically and mentally capable 
of participating in the activity and that I alone am responsible for my own activities while engaged in 
SCUBA diving. I am willingly and knowingly electing to participate in this Dive Travel Package in spite of 
the potential risk of danger and I willingly and voluntarily assume full responsibility for any injury, loss 
or damage suffered by me or caused by me, whether caused in whole or in part by the negligence of the 
owner, directors, agents, officers, employees, contractors or subcontractors of CDA. 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY: In consideration of the services and arrangements provided by CDA, I, for myself 
and for my heirs, personal representatives or assigns, do hereby release, waive, discharge, hold harmless 
and agree to indemnify CDA, and its owner, officers, directors, agents, contractors, subcontractors and 
employees from any and all claims, actions, or losses for bodily injury, property damage, wrongful death, 
loss of services, lost profits, consequential, exemplary, indirect or punitive damages or otherwise which 
may arise out of or occur during my travel in connection with the scheduled Dive Travel Package and 
any activities conducted in conjunction therewith. I SPECIFICALLY UNDERSTAND THAT I AM RELEASING, 
DISCHARGING AND WAIVING ANY CLAIMS OR ACTIONS THAT I MAY HAVE PRESENTLY OR IN THE FUTURE 
FOR THE NEGLIGENT ACTS OR CONDUCT OF THE OWNER, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, 
CONTRACTORS OR SUBCONTRACTORS OF CDA. 

EXPRESS WAIVER OF ANY RIGHT TO SEEK CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES: Regardless 
of the situation or circumstances giving rise to a claim, I waive any right to seek consequential, punitive 
or exemplary damages against CDA its owner, officers, directors, agents, contractors, subcontractors and 
employees, for any reason whatsoever.
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VISIT US IN 2018 AT:

Washington D.C. Travel Adventure Show
Washington D.C. , Jan 20-21, 2018
Chicago Travel Adventure Show
Chicago, Illinois, Feb 10-11, 2018

Los Angeles Travel Adventure Show
Los Angeles, California, Feb 24-25, 2018

Boston Sea Rovers
Danvers, Mass,  Mar 9-11, 2018

Travel & Adventure Show, Denver 
Denver Colorado, Mar 24-25, 2018

Beneath the Sea
Secaucus, NJ,  Mar 23-25, 2018

Scuba Show Long Beach
Long Beach, California,  June 23-24, 2018

DEMA 2018 Las Vegas Nov 14-17, 2018

Toll-Free in USA/Canada: 800-330-3322
Tel: 407-774-9000 • Fax: 407-682-6000

sales@caradonna.com 
FSOT-38781 • CSOT-2111993-40 • WSOT-603254739

Call us at 800-330-3322  Monday-Friday 9am-6pm ET













Email us for info at sales@caradonna.com 

Book online direct at caradonna.com

Facebook.com/CaradonnaAdv

@CaradonnaAdv

Have your local dive store or travel agent contact us

MORE

@CaradonnaAdv
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